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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Boolean algebras have been studied for almost 150 years, beginning with G. Boole in the L850s, 
and ciUminating in the famous Stone Representation Theorem in the 1930s, which proves that every 
Boolean algebra cein be thought of as a field of sets. Stone also established the connection between 
Boolean algebras, Boolean spaces, and Boolean rings. This enables us to think of Boolean algebras 
from a topological point of view as well as from an algebraic and a logical point of view. In fact, the 
topological viewpoint has several advantages, and further representation theorems were obtained by 
looking at Boolean algebras from this direction. 
Boolean algebras with operators (BAOs) are Boolean Jilgebras upon which additional fimctions 
with special properties, called operators, have been defined. They developed out of the theory of 
relation algebras, which in turn evolved out of the theory of binziry relations. Each new concept is a 
generalization of its precursor: the set of all binary relations on a set X endowed with certain operations 
is a relation algebra. Furthermore, every relation algebra is a Boolean algebra with an additional binary 
operation, uneiry operation, and constant (so it is a BAO). Binary relations were first studied as early 
as the mid 1800s. See Schroder [17] for more information on the early work in binary relation theory. 
Tarski began looking at relation algebras from an axiomatic point of view and presented a set of axioms 
defining them in his 1941 paper [19]. He continued generalizing these ideas, and in 1951 Jonsson and 
Tarski [11] first presented the concept of Boolean algebras with operators. 
Boolean algebras with one additional unary operator have been studied quite a lot in the last 40 
years. Included in this class of algebras (among others) are modal algebras, closure algebras, and 
monadic algebras. BAOs with two conjugate unary operators have also been studied. And, of course, 
relation algebras. However, not much research has occurred in the area of Boolean algebras with an 
additional binary operator. We begin our study of this class of BAOs by looking at the variety of 
complex algebras of semigroups, 'HSP{S'^). This variety has one binary, normal, associative operator. 
The goal of this research was to find an axiomatization for this variety. A sub-goal was to determine if 
the variety HS'P{S'^) is equal to the variety of all Boolean algebras with one additional binary, normal. 
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associative operator. Unfortunately, this is still an open question. However, we were able to determine 
several things about the structure of the variety 'HSV{S'*') and its lattice of subvarieties. An outline of 
the main ideas of each chapter follows. 
The second chapter is an overview of the theorems and definitions from universal algebra used in this 
dissertation. Among the general universal algebraic definitions and theorems sire included the definitions 
of a variety and a closure operator, the Subdirect Irreducibility Theorem, and the HSP Theorem. 
We also include definitions and theorems related to lattices. Boolean algebras. Boolean algebras with 
operators (including representation theorems) and the duality between BAOs and relational structures. 
In Chapter 3 we explore in more detail the duahty between relationeJ structures and BAOs. Par­
ticular attention is paid to the relationship between 
i. bounded morphisms and BAO subalgebras, 
ii. inner substructures and BAO homomorphic images, and 
iii. direct products and disjoint unions. 
Several results are presented on the connections between group and semigroups homomorphism and 
bounded morphisms. 
Chapter 4 opens with a proof of the existence of a closure operator for the variety 'HSV{S'^). The 
particular closure operator defined here enables us to easily calculate all principal ideals of an algebra 
in HSP{S'^). It also proves that this variety has equationally definable principal congruences, which 
in turn provides results on splitting algebras and conjugate varieties. (Splitting algebras and conjugate 
varieties are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6). We next obtain several basic theorems on the 
subdirectly irreducible algebras in HSPiS"^). Included in this section is the simple but important fact 
that the complex algebra of any finite semigroup is subdirectly irreducible. We are also able to classify 
all simple algebras in 'HSP{S'*') that eire the complex algebras of commutative semigroups. In the last 
sec t i on  we  t ake  a  qu i ck  l ook  a t  d i s c r imina to r  subva r i e t i e s  o f  HSV(S ' ^ ) .  
In Chapter 5 we begin looking into the question of finding an axiomatization for the variety 'HSV{S'^) 
and its relationship to the variety of all BAOs with one normal binary associative operator. The symbol 
21 is used to denote the latter variety. We begin by listing all the four element BAOs in 21 and attempt to 
place each of them in TiSP{S'^). We called these problems representation problems. While attempting 
to solve the representation problems, several propositions and theorems were found, which are proved in 
this section. The last section focuses on the representable algebras in 'HS'P{S'^)-, that is, the algebras in 
SP{S'^). We show that the class of representable complex algebras of semigroups is properly contained 
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in 7{SP{S'^). Similarly, the quasivariety generated by the class of complex algebras of semigroups is 
proved to be a proper subclass of 
The last chapter focuses on the lattice of subvarieties of 'HSP{S ' ^ ) .  We  show that this lattice has 
exactly two atoms. Next we begin looking at covers of the two atoms, and show that there exist infinite 
chains of varieties containing exactly one of the atoms. All the covers of the atoms have not yet been 
found. This is an area we plan to continue working on. We were able to narrow the search for covers 
of the atoms in the commutative case; a theorem to this effect is stated and proved. The last section 
defines splitting algebras and conjugate vjirieties. We were able to find equations characterizing several 
subvarieties of HSP{S'*'). There is much left to do in this area of BAOs; not the least of which is finding 
an axiomatization for HSV{S'^) or at least proving if there exists a finite basis. Furthermore, we have 
just scratched the surface on the structure of the lattice of subvarieties of HSV{S'^). 
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CHAPTER 2 PRELIMINARIES 
Universal Algebraic Definitions and Theorems 
An algebra is a nonempty set S together with (fundamental) operations {fi,i G /}. We will use the 
notation S=(5, 6 I) to denote an algebra and its operations. For example, a group G will be 
denoted by G = (C, +, 0, —). Every algebra has a type, which gives the rank, or arity, of each operation. 
Groups have a binary operation, a constant (the identity) and a unary operation (inverse) so they are 
of type (2,0, L). We will drop the superscripts on the operations unless they are needed for clarity. 
Let S=(5 (/i),i 6 I) be an algebra, and A C 5. The set A is called a subuniverse of 5 if i4 is 
closed under all the operations of S. Let {fi)]A represent the restriction of the operation fi to the 
set A. If A is a subuniverse of 5, then A=(A, (/i)]A,i € /) is called a subalgebra of S. A function 
/ between two algebras of the same type is a homomorphism if / respects each of the fundamental 
operations of the algebras; in other words, if Q is a fundamental operation of rank n defined on an 
algebras, then ,«!„))= Q(/(ai),... ,/(an))- B is a/lomomoTp/iic image of S if there exists 
a homomorphism from S onto B. 
A binary relation 9 defined on S" is said to have the substitution property if, for each fundamental op­
eration /i of rank n, and any subset {(ai,6i),... , (o7i,6n)} of 0, we have/i(oi,... ,0^)0 /i(6t,... ,&„). 
A congruence relation on an algebra S is a binary relation (defined on S) that is reflexive, symmetric, 
transitive, and satisfies the substitution property for each fimdamental operation. Every homomorphic 
image of an algebra induces a congruence relation 0, defined by 0 = {(a,6) : f{a) = f{b)}. In this 
special case, 6 is called the kernel of /. Conversely, given an algebra A and a congruence relation 0 
on A, A/0 is a homomorphic image of A. Therefore, we can think of congruences and homomorphic 
images as being essentially the same. 
A variety is a class of algebras of the same type closed under the formation of homomorphic images, 
direct products, and subalgebras. Let ^ be a class of algebras. We will use the following notational 
conventions: 
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H(^)=class of all homomorphic images of members of /C. 
S(AC)=class of all algebras isomorphic to subalgebras of members of AC. 
P(/C)=class of all algebras isomorphic to direct products of members of K.. 
Ps(AC)=class of all algebras isomorphic to subdirect products of members of K. 
The last item requires some explanation. An algebra A is a subdirect product of a family of algebras 
((A,),i6/)if 
i. A is (isomorphic to) a subalgebra of A< 
ii. The projection TTi : A —• A; is onto for each i G I. 
Tarski [20] found that the smallest variety V containing a class K of algebras of the same type is 
given by V = K57'(K), where we first apply the operator V, followed by the operator S, and finally the 
operator W. An e^uatton (or tdentiij/) is an expression of the form p(xi,... ,x„) w ^(xi,... ,x„), where 
p and q are terms in the language of the algebra (that is, terms built up firom the \'ariables xi,... ,x„, 
the constants 0 and 1, and the operations A,V, and '). By Birkhoff's famous HSP Theorem (L935)[2], 
we know that V is a variety if and only if V is the equational class for some set of equations E. Hence, 
every variety has an equational base. 
An algebra A is said to be subdirectly irreducible if the set of congruences (which forms a lattice; 
see next section for a definition) has a smallest non-zero member; equivalently, if for every subdirect 
embedding of A into a direct product of algebras Y[j&j ®j> there exists a k £ J so that A is isomorphic 
to Bfc. Birkhoff's Subdirect Representation Theorem [3] says that every algebra is a subdirect product of 
subdirectly irreducible algebras. This means that a variety V is determined by its subdirectly irreducible 
members; i.e. V = VaiVsi), where Vsi is the class of subdirectly irreducible elements of V. 
More detailed explanations of the definitions and proofs of the theorems foimd in this section and 
the following section can be found in Burris and Sankappanavar [5] or McKenzie, McNulty, Taylor [16]. 
Boolean Algebras 
Let L be a nonempty set and < a binary relation defined on L. We say that < is an (partial) order 
on L if, for all a, 6, c € L we have: 
i. refiexivity (a < a) 
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ii. antisjoninetry ([a < 6 and 6 < a] => a = 6) 
iii. transitivity ([a < 6 and 6 < c] => a < c). 
Now let X C L. An element Z G L is an upper bound for X if, for sSl x X, I > x. Let U be the 
set of upper bounds of X. [U could be the empty set). An element I £ U is the least upper bound of 
X if (for a]l u ^ U){1 < u). Greatest lower bounds are defined analogously. The least upper bound is 
also called the supremum, or sup, and the greatest lower bound is the infimum, or inf. 
A lattice-ordered set is a set L together with an order < in which, for all a and bin L, sup{a, 6} and 
inf{o,6} exist. Note that by induction, we get that the least upper bound and greatest lower bound 
of every finite subset of L exist; however, the least upper bound or greatest lower bound of an infinite 
subset of L need not exist. If the least upper boimd and greatest lower bound of every subset of L do 
exist, then L is called complete. 
We define two new operations, A ("meet") and V ("join") as follows: 
Using this definition, every lattice-ordered set L° = (^i<) corresponds to an algebraic structure, 
called a lattice, L = {L, A, V), of type (2,2) that satisfies the following axioms: 
aAb  = inf{a,6} 
aVb = sup{a,6}. 
a V 6 = 6 V a (commutativity) 
a A (6 A c) = (a A 6) A c 
a V (6 V c) = (a V 6) V c (associativity) 
a A 6 = 6 A a (2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
a A a = a (2.5) 
a V a = a (idempotence) 
o V (a A 6) = a 
o A (a V 6) = a (absorption) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Conversely, given a lattice L = (L, A, V) one can define an order < by setting: 
a < 6 if and only if a A 6 = a. 
We say that 6 is a cover of o if 6 > a and for all Z S L, if 6 > Z > a then I = a or I = b. 
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Hence, every lattice L = (Z .,A, V) corresponds to a lattice-ordered set L° = (L,<), and it can be 
shown that this correspondence is one-to-one. We may now refer to both lattices and lattice-ordered 
sets as lattices without loss of generality, and we will use the ordering relation and lattice operations 
interchangeably. 
A Boolean algebra (BA) is an algebra A = (^4, A, V,' ,0"^, 1"^) of type (2,2,1,0,0) where (^4,A,V> is 
a lattice. In addition to the lattice axioms. Boolean algebras must satisfy the following axioms: 
a A (& V c) = (a A 6) V (a A c) (2.9) 
a V (6 A c) = (o V &) A (a Vc) (distributivity) (2.10) 
(a V 6)' = a'A 6' (2.11) 
(a A b)' = a' V b' (DeMorgan's laws) (2.12) 
(a')' = a (2.13) 
a'Aa = 0 (2.14) 
a ' V a = l  ( 2 . 1 5 )  
In others words, a Boolean algebra is a complemented, distributive lattice. The symbol O*"^ represents 
the smallest element, and 1'^ is the largest element. We read 'A','V', and as "meet", "join", and 
"complementation" respectively. The most important example of a Boolean algebra is the power set 
of any set, in which 'V','A', eind eire simply set intersection, union, and complementation. The 
importance of this example will be seen in upcoming theorems. 
Let A be a Boolean algebra, and x and element in A so that rn ^ 0. Then i is an atom of A if for 
all y € A (t/ < X (y = 0 or y = x)). A Boolean algebra is atomic if for all x e A there exists an atom 
a in A so that a < x. Equivalently, a Boolean algebra A is atomic if every element of A is the join of 
the atoms below it. The power set of a set is an example of a complete and atomic Boolean algebra. 
For an example of a BA that is not complete, consider the power set of the positive integers. This is 
certainly a Boolean algebra since it is the power set of a set. The set of all subsets which are finite or 
co-finite (that is, sets whose complements cire finite) fornas a subalgebra. However, this subalgebra is 
not complete. For example, consider the sets containing a single even integer. These sets are finite sets. 
Therefore, each set is in the subalgebra. But the union of all these sets forms a set which is neither 
finite nor co-finite. It is easy to show that the least upper bound of these sets does not exist in the 
subalgebra. Therefore, it is not complete. However, this subalgebra is atomic. 
Another important example of a Boolean algebra comes from logic. Let P = {pi, p2, pa,... } be a set 
of prepositional letters, L the set of connectives {A, V,-'} and WF the set of all well-formed formulas 
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over PUL. We define two well-formed formulas A and B to be in the same equivalence class iff A B 
is a tautology. Let ^VF\ be the set of equivalence class representatives of over P U L. Then 
L = ([WF],A, F) is a Boolean algebra, where 'T' is the equivalence class of statements true 
in every interpretation (the tautologies), and 'F' is the equivalence class of statements false in every 
interpretation (the contradictions). 
A nonempty subset / of a Boolean algebra A is called an ideal if: 
i. { a £  I  and b < a) => b Q [ 
ii. a ,b  £  I  => aV  b  ^  [ .  
If, in addition to the above conditions, I is proper (that is, ^ I) and I satisfies: 
iii. a A 6 6 / (a e / or 6 6 /) 
then I is called a prime ideal. For Boolean algebras, condition (iii) is equivalent to each of the following 
statements: 
iii.' For all x G A,x G I or x' G /, but not both. 
iii."/ is a maximal ideal. 
It is implied in the last two statements that I is proper. 
The dual notion of an ideal is a filter. A nonempty subset F of A is called a filter if: 
i. {a£  I  and b>a)=>b£ l  
ii. a ,b  £  I  a  Ab  £  I .  
If F is proper (0 ^ F) and F satisfies 
iii. a V 6 £ / =J> (a e / or 6 S /) 
then F is called a prime filter. A maximal proper filter is referred to as an ultrafilter. 
Prime ideals play an extremely important role in the proof of the Stone Representation Theorem 
(see [18]), which provides a characterization of all Boolean algebras. 
Theorem 2.1 Stone Representation Theorem for Boolean Algebras 
Every Boolean algebra can be embedded in a complete and atomic Boolean algebra. More precisely, if 
A is a Boolean algebra, let X be the set of all prime ideals of A. Let B = {V{X),A, V,' ,%,X). Then B is 
a complete and atomic Boolean algebra, and the mapping h : A —B which takes a>-* {I G B : a ^ 1} 
is a BA homomorphism that is one-to-one. 
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This mapping satisfies the following properties: 
i. For any subset M of B such that 
V = 
there exists a finite subset Mq C h{M)  so that 
V = 
y^Mo  
ii. If x , y  are atoms of B, x 7^ y, there exists an a £ A so that x  <  h{a )  and y  <  h{a ' ) .  
These two properties define a regular subalgebra. We say that A is a regular subalgebra of B, or 
that B is a perfect extension of A. Perfect extensions are unique up to isomorphism over A. Stated 
another way: 
Theorem 2.2 Let B and B' be perfect extensions of A. Let (p and if' be the embeddings of A into B 
a n d  B'  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e  i s o m o r p h i s m  h  :  B  — *  B '  s u c h  t h a t  h { t p { A ) )  =  i p ' { A ) .  
Hence, every BA can be embedded in a complete and atomic BA which is a perfect extension of it, and 
this embedding is unique up to isomorphism. 
Boolean Algebras with Operators 
A Boolean algebra with operators (BAO) is an algebra 
A = { A A , V / , 0 , l . ( / i ) i 6 / )  
where {A ,  A, V,' ,0,1) is a Boolean algebra and each fi is an additive operation on A', that is, 
if f i - .A""—^  A  
and  X — (x i , . .. , X j_  i ,  xj, Xj+i,... , x-n) € A 
y = (xi,... ,Xj_i,yy,Xja.i,... ,x„) G i4" 
then 
/i(x =/i(x) V/i(^. 
( w h e r e x V y =  ( x i , . . .  , X j _ i ,  X j  V  , . . .  
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Hence fi preserves (finitary) joins in each coordinate. Note that additivity implies monotonicity in each 
coordinate, because i[x <y, then xVy = y. Therefore: 
/(£)V/(^ = /(xVy) (by additivity) 
= m 
=> f { x )  <  /(^. 
If 
f i { \ / x j )  =  \ /Mx- )  
j<iJ j&J 
then fi is said to be completely additive. If fi{x) =0 whenever there exists a .  j , l  < j  <  n ,  with Xj = 0, 
then fi is called normal. 
A BAO is said to be complete and atomic if its BA reduct is complete and atomic and ail operators 
are completely additive. Note that in this definition of complete and atomic, we are not assuming 
the operators are normal. (Some authors do assume the normality of operators in their definition of 
complete and atomic BAOs). 
BAOs were first discussed in a paper by Jonsson and Tarski published in 1951 [II]. They grew out 
of the idea of a relation algebra, which is a BAO with one additional bineiry operator, imary operator, 
and constant satisfying some additional axioms. Tzurski first published results on the axiomatization of 
relation algebras in 1941 [19]. R. Maddux has published a summary of the history and development of 
relation algebras in [15]. An overview of BAOs is given by Jonsson in his survey article; see [13]. 
Varieties of BAOs have many nice properties. Since Boolean algebras and Boolean rings are term 
equivalent, and Boolean rings are congruence permutable (any algebra with a group reduct is congruence 
permutable, because there is a Maltsev term m{x,y, z) = x — y + z), we know that Boolean algebras 
are congruence permutable. Since Boolean algebras have a lattice reduct and the congruence lattice of 
any variety of lattices is distributive, varieties of BAOs are congruence distributive. Hence, they are 
arithmetical. 
BAOs are also congruence extensive. This means that given a BAO B with a subalgebra A and 
a congruence 6 defined on A, 6 can be extended to a congruence on B so that 9' r\ {A x A) = 9. 
The easiest way to see that BAOs have this property is to consider the notion of a congruence ideal. 
A congruence ideal I is the set of elements of a Boolean algebra congruent to '0' for some congruence 
9; that is, I={x £ A : x 9 0}. There is a one-to-one correspondence between congruence ideals and 
congruences of BAOs; if 9 and ip are distinct congruences, then 0/9 and O/ip are distinct ideals. (For 
Boolean algebras with no additional operators, this correspondence is between Boolean ideals and 
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congruences). The congruence ideal I corresponding to a given a congruence 6 is defined as above. 
(It is easy to show that I is a Boolean ideal, and hence a congruence ideal by definition). Conversely, 
given a congruence ideal I, one can retrieve the congruence 6 by letting 9 = {{x,y) : x ©y € /} (where 
x®y = {x /\y') y {x' Ay)). The following lemma has been very useful. A proof is given in P. Jipsen's 
doctoral dissertation (see [10]). 
Lenuna 2.3 Let A  be a BAO, A = (-A, A, V,',0,1, (/i)i6/), and I a Boolean ideal of A. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
i. I is a congruence ideal of A. 
a. If fi is n-ary, x £ I, and x = (1,1,... ,x, 1,... , 1) is a sequence of length n with at most one 
pos i t i on  no t  equa l  t o  1 ,  t hen  f i { x )  G  I .  
An element a 6 ^4 is a congruence element if ^4 A ( a }  =  { x e > 4 : x < a } i s a  c o n g r u e n c e  i d e a l .  
Therefore, by the Lemma, a is a congruence element iff /{(I,... , a, 1,... ,1) < a for all fundamental 
operations fi, as a is placed in all positions 1 through n. (Proof: ^4 A {a} is a Boolean ideal of A, so all 
we need to show is that condition 2 of the Lemma holds. This is obvious.) 
Now let us return to the idea of a congruence extensive variety. Let B be a BAO, A a subalgebra of 
B and a congruence on A. Then there exists a congruence ideal J on A associated with 0^. Define 
J' = {b £ B : b < a ior some a £ J}. It is easy to prove that J' is a congruence ideal on B, and hence 
there is a congruence 6b defined on B so that 9b restricted to i4 is 9a- Thus, any variety of BAOs has 
the congruence extension property. One nice consequence of this fact is that if K is a class of algebras 
that is included in a congruence extensive variety, then HS{K) — SH{K.). 
Since the subdirectly irreducible elements of a variety determine the variety, one goal when attempt­
ing to find out what is in a variety is to find all the subdirectly irreducible elements. Since BAOs are 
congruence distributive, we can use Jonsson's Theorem and Corollary to help determine the subdirectly 
irreducible algebras. 
In the following, Vu denotes the class of all ultraproducts of members of K: Let I be any set. An 
ultrafilter U on I \s an ultrafilter on the power set of I. Now let (Ai,i 6 /) be a family of algebras of 
the same type. We define a congruence 9u on Hie / {a,b) £ 9u iS {i £ I • a; = bi} £ U. Then 
the ultraproduct 
r i A i / u  
t e /  
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is defined to be 
JJAi/^U 
<6/ 
Elements of the ultraproduct eire a/t/, where a € Hie/ following Theorem and Corollary first 
appeared in a paper by Jonsson in 1967 [12]. A proof can also be found in [5]. 
Theorem 2.4 (Jonsson) Let V(K) be a congruence distributive variety. If X is a subdirectly irre­
ducible algebra in V(K), then A € HSPxj(K). Hence V(K) = VsHSVuiVi). 
Corollary 2.5 (Jonsson) If K. is a finite set of finite algebras, and V(K) is congruence distributive, 
then the subdirectly irreducible algebras o/V(K) are in and V(K) = 'Ps(JiS{K.))-
Relational Structures euid the Representation Theorem for BAOs 
A relational structure is a set C/ together with a set of relations {Ri,i € I}, of various ranks. For 
example, if ft is a 3-ary relation, then R consists of a set of ordered triples. Let U = (U,Ri,i € I) 
denote a relational structure. We define the complex algebra U"^ = {U'^,Rf,i S I), where U"^ = 
(P(U),n,U,',0,U) and Rf is defined as follows: 
If is an n-ary relation, then R'^ is an (n — l)-ary function, where 
i oT  ahXuXi , . . .  ,X„ . iCU,  
R ' ^ {XuX2 , . . .  ,Xn - i )  =  {y  €U  : {x i , x2 , . . .  ,Xn - i , y )  £  R i  
for some X j £ X j , l < j < n  —  1}. 
Then U"^ is a complete and atomic BAO, and all its operators are normal. Conversely, if A = 
(i4, A, V,',0, l,/i,i € /) is a normal, complete and atomic BAO, we can define a relational struc­
ture as follows: Let A+ be the set of atoms of A, and define (/<)+ by {xi,x2,... ,Xn) S (/i)+ iff 
f(xi,x2,.-- ,Xn-i) > x„. Then {A+,{{fi)+,i 6 /}) is a relational structure. Furthermore, the nor­
mal, complete and atomic BAO (A+)''" is isomorphic to A. Likewise, for a relational structure U, 
the relational structure (U'^)^. is isomorphic to U. In fact, there is a duality between the category 
of all complete homomorphisms between normal, complete and atomic BAO's (of a given type) and 
the category of all bounded morphisms (defined below) on relational structures, of a type compatible 
to that of the BAO's. Several other dualities are investigated by Goldblatt in [9]. Many are listed in 
Jonsson's survey article; see [13]. 
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Definition 2.6 Let U = {U,Ri,i E / )  and  V = 6 I) be similar relational structures, and 
h : U —• V a (set) mapping. The mapping h is called a bounded morphism from XJ to V if, for all 
i€ I,u£U, and {vi,v2,... Un) S V", {vi ,V2,... ,Vn,h{u)) € Si (where rank Si isn+l) if and only if 
there exists {ui,u2,... .Un) € t/" so that h{Uj) =Vj, l<j<n and (ui,u2,-.. e Ri-
Now let /i: U —• V be a bounded morphism between two relational structures, and let and V"*" be 
their corresponding BAOs as described above. Define a function h from V"^ to U"*" by; for all V C V", 
h{Y)=h- \Y )  
Conversely, for BAOs A and B, let Aj. and B+ be their corresponding relational structures. Given a 
complete BAO homomorphism k : A —• B, define a function k : B+ —• as follows: for all 6 S 5 
k{h )  = /\{a £  A :b  <  A: (a ) } .  
The next theorem states the relationship between these functions. We will use the following theorems, 
from [9], extensively in the next chapter. 
Tlieorem 2.7 Let U = {U,Ri,i e / )  and  V = {y,Si,i £ I) be similar relational structures, and 
h : U —• V a (set) mapping. Let U"'" and be their corresponding BAOs. Then h : U —• "V is a 
bounded morphism iff h : V"'" —• U"*" is a complete BAO homomorphism. 
Theorem 2.8 (Goidblatt) If BAO"*^ is the category of complete homomorphisms between normal, 
complete, and atomic BAOs, and RS the category of bounded morphisms between relational structures, 
then there exists a contravariant functor from BAO®* to RS given by 
[ h : A  —* B ] ^ [ h : B ^ — ^  A + ]  
and a contravariant functor from RS to BAO"^ given by 
[ h : U  —^ K] + [/i: V+ —• U+]. 
Furthermore, the composition of these functors is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on each 
of the respective categories. 
We will make use of the above duality to simplifj' some proofs of theorems in the following chapters. 
Another definition and theorem which will be used in the next chapter to relate relational structures 
to homomorphic images of BAOs follow. 
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Definition 2.9 An inner substructure of a relational structure U = (£/, Ri,i E I) is a substructure 
V = {V,Si,i £ I) of IJ satisfying: 
( V i e / ) ( V p 6 K ) ( V ( x : , - - - , x „ ) € C r ) ,  
( x i , - - -  . x „ , p >  6  = >  ( x j , - -  -  . ! „ )  6  V ^ .  
In other words, if (xi, • • • ,Xn , y )  G Ri  for some i  €  I  and y  £V ,  then X j  £  V  for all j ,  1 < j < n. 
Theorem 2.10 ([9]) Let V be a substructure ofU. Then W is an inner substructure o/U iff the 
injection h:V -*U is a bounded morphism. 
Recall that every BA can be embedded into a complete and atomic BA. In their 1951 paper [11], 
Jonsson and Tarski showed that every BAO A = (i4. A, V,', 0,1, (/i)i6/) can be extended to a complete 
and atomic BAO A*^ = A, V,' ,0,1, [(/x)'']t6/)- The Boolean algebra extension is the same as that 
given in the Stone Representation Theorem. The operators {fi,i £ /} are extended to completely 
additive operators on the complete and atomic algebra X" as follows: 
Let fi be an n-axy operator on A. 
Let a = (fli,... , On) be a sequence of atoms of >1°'. 
Now define 
f ' ' { S )= l \ { f {h ) :a<lhGA^}  
and extend to all elements of A'^ by additivity: 
f { ^= \ / [ r { ^ ,a<x ,a£{A ' ' r } .  
The next three theorems can be found in Jonsson and Tarski's 1951 paper [11]. 
Theorem 2.11 (Extension Theorem) Any  BAO A can be embedded into a complete and atomic 
BAO A"' so that the BA reduct of A is a regular subalgebra of the BA reduct of Af'. This extension is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
This extension is called the canonical extension of A. And since we know that given a normed, complete 
and atomic BAO Af there exists a relational structure (A*^),)., as a consequence of the Extension 
Theorem we have: 
Theorem 2.12 (Representation Theorem for BAOs) Every normal BAO can be embedded into 
the complex algebra of a relational structure. 
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These theorems suggest several questions. For example, we would like to know which properties of 
BAOs are preserved by canonical extensions. In particular, it would be nice to know if the canonical 
extension of an arbitrary BAO satisfies the same identities as those satisfied by the given BAO. The 
answer is no in general; however, there are classes of identities that are preserved. 
We say that a term or equation in the language of a BAO is strongly positive if it does not use the 
complementation symbol. 
Theorem 2.13 (Preservation Theorem) If s is a strongly •positive identity satisfied by a BAO 
A, then s fat is satisfied by the canonical extension A." of X. 
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CHAPTER 3 COMPLEX ALGEBRAS AND DUALITY WITH 
RELATIONAL STRUCTURES 
The Complex Algebra of a Semigroup 
A semigroup is an algebra S = (S, •) of type (2) that satisfies the associative law. Following 
the notation in Chapter 2, we define the complex algebra of a semigroup to be the algebra S"*" = 
{P{S), n, U,', 0, S, *), where is defined by: 
S""" is then a BAO with one binary operation, The '0' element of S"^ is the empty set, and the T 
element is the set S. Since 
we know that is associative. Because ^4*0 = 0 = 0*^4, it follows that '*' is normal. Lastly, S"^ 
satisfies the equations A* {B U C) = {A* B) U {A* C) and {AU B) * C = {A * C) U {B * C), so '*' is 
additive. Therefore, S"*" has one binary, associative, normal operator. We state for the record; 
Proposition 3.1 Let S = (5,-) be a semigroup. Then S"^ = (P(j5),n,U,',0,S,*) is a Boolean algebra 
with one normal, binary, associative operator. 
By the Proposition, we know that S""" satisfies all Boolean algebra axioms along with the following; 
(V v4, e C S ) { A  * B  =  { a - 6 ; a G A , 6 G  B } ) .  
{ A * B ) * C  =  { { a  •  b )  •  c  :  a  G  A , b  £  B , c  £  C }  
=  { a  •  { b  •  c )  :  a  £  A , b  £  B , c £  C }  
=  A * ( B * C )  
0*i = x*0 = 0 {normality) 
X  *  { y  V  z )  =  { x  * y )  V  { x  *  z )  
{ x V  y )  *  z  =  { x  *  z )  V  { y  *  c )  { a d d i t i v i t y )  
(x  *  y)  *  z  =  X *  {y  *  z )  (associat iv i ty)  
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Let E denote the set of equations axiomatizing Boolean algebras, (2.1-2.15), together with (3.1-
3.4). Then S"^ satisfies E. We £ire interested in the variety V generated by all complex algebras of all 
semigroups. Let S"*" be the class of complex algebras of all semigroups. Then V = 'HSP{S'^). Since 
subalgebras, homomorphic images, and direct products preserve equations, V satisfies E. One of our 
goals is to determine if there are other equations satisfied by this variety. We will look into this question 
further in another chapter. 
Given a semigroup S = (-?, •), we can build a ternary relational structure U = { S , T Z ) .  We define 
(o, 6, c) S 72^ iff a • 6 = c in S. Note that for all elements a and 6 in 5 there exists a unique c so that 
(a, b, c) € 7^. One of the tools we have available for investigating the variety 'HSP{S'^) is the duality 
between BAOs and relational structures. Recall that given the complex algebra of a semigroup, 5"*", 
the relational structure U = {S.V,) is isomorphic to (5"^)+. In the rest of this chapter we will explore 
some facets of this duality. 
Bounded Morphisms and BAO Subalgebrzis 
Recedl firom Theorem 2.7 that given two relational structures U and V with dual complex algebras 
U"^ and V"'", the function /i: U -+ V is a bounded morphism if and only if h : V"^ —• U"'" is a complete 
BAO homomorphism. If is onto, then h is one-to-one, so ft is actually an embedding. It follows that 
V"'' is isomorphic to a complete subalgebra (meaning arbitreiry meets and joins are preserved) of U"*". 
Hence, for each bounded morphic image of a relational structure U, the dual complex algebra U"^ has a 
complete subalgebra. Conversely, for each complete subalgebra of the BAO U"*" there exists a bounded 
morphic image of the relational structure U. In the case of finite BAOs, since all subalgebras are 
complete, we can find the subalgebras of an arbitrary finite BAO by considering the bounded morphic 
images of the dual relational structure. This is not true in the infinite case, however, since there 
are subalgebras of an infinite BAO that are not complete. We can also determine all bounded morphic 
images of a given relational structure by looking at the complete subalgebras of its dual complex algebra 
(for both finite and infinite relational structures). 
It is difficult to classify all bounded morphic images of an arbitrary semigroup. However, a few 
general results follow. Let / : vl —» X be a mapping between sets. The kernel of / is {(a,6) € i4 x : 
/(a) = f{b)}. It is easy to see that the kernel of / (ker /) is an equivalence relation on A. If A = (A, •) 
is a semigroup, then (by the definition of a congruence relation) ker / is a congruence relation on A iff 
for all pairs (a, b) and (ai, ) € ker /, we have (a-ai,6-6j)€ker /. Looking at this another way, let 
9 = ker / and a/9 = {x ^ A : a 6 x}. Let {ai/6, i £ 1} he a set of equivalence class representatives of 
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0 .  Then 0 is a congruence relation on A if 
{x  :  X 0  a i }  *  { y :  y  0  a j }  C  { z  :  z  0  (cj • aj)}. (3.5) 
In this case, we define for all Oi and a j  in A: a i /0  •  a j / 0  =  (oi -  a j ) / 0 .  By (3.5), this product will be 
well-defined. 
Lemma 3.2 Let / : U —• V 6e a bounded morphiam between semigroups U = {U, •^) and V = (V, •^). 
Then ker f is a congruence relation on U. 
Proof: Let 0 = ker /. By the comments in the preceding paragraph, we need to show that if (a, 6) and 
(oi, 6i) 6 0 then (a • Oi, 6 • 6i) € 9. Since (a • oi,6 • 6i) S 6 iff /(a • oi) = f{b • bi), it is enough to show 
that /(a-ai) = f{b-hi). Let U+ = ('P(y),n,U/,0,*^> and V+ = (P(V),n,U,'be the BAOs 
obtained from the duality, and / : • U"'" the complete BAO homomorphism. Suppose 
/(a) = m = c£V 
f { a i )  =  m )  =  c , e v  
c Ci = d. 
Note that d exists and is unique since V is a semigroup. Then 
r H { d } )  =  f m )  (3.6) 
= /({c}*''{ci}) (3.7) 
= /({c})*^/({ci}) (3.8) 
= r'i{c})*T'{{ci}) (3.9) 
D {a,6}*^{ai,6i} (3.10) 
Therefore, 
This proves the Lemma. 
= 6-^ai, a-^6x, (3.11) 
f { a - ^ a i )  =  f { b - ^ b i ) = : d = > { a - ^ a i , b - ^ b i ) £ 0 .  
The above Lemma is easily proved as a corollary of Theorem 3.7, because the kernel of every semigroup 
homomorphism is a congruence relation. However, the notation used in the proof will be needed in the 
next Lemma, which generalizes the concepts just presented. 
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In (3.5) we state that 0 is a congruence ]i { x  :  x  9  a i \  *  { y  :  y  9  a j }  <Z {z : z 9  [a i  •  a j ) } .  In the proof 
of the Lemma, we show something a little stronger. We actually get from (3.9) an equality instead of 
set containment in (3.5). 
Suppose that in the Lemma, V is only a relational structure (instead of a semigroup), with one 
terna r y  r e l a t i o n .  T h i s  m e a n s  t h a t  g i v e n  a , b  ^ V ,  ( i )  t h e r e  n e e d  n o t  e x i s t  a  c  G  V  s o  t h a t  ( a , 6 ,  c )  6  T Z v -
or (ii) c may not be unique. Because of condition (ii), if / is a bounded morphism from a semigroup 
U = (£/, •^) to V = (Vi TZv) and U"*" and V"^ are their dual complex algebras as in the Lemma, we can 
no longer guarantee that ker / is a congruence relation on U. To see this, let us assume (for the sake of 
simplicity) that (c,ci,v) and (c, ci, to) G 7Zv,v ^ w and if (c, Cj, z) 6 7^, then z = w or z = v. Assume 
further, as in the proof of the Lemma, that 
/(a) = m = c€V (3.12) 
f { a i )  = /(6i)=CiGK (3.13) 
We now have; 
f - \ { v , w } )  =  f \ { v , w } )  =  f { { c } * ^ { c i } )  
= /({c})*^/({ci}) 
D  { a - a i , b  •  a i , a  •  b i , b  •  b i }  
as before. However, since 
r'^{v,w} = f-^ {u} U ^ {lu}, 
it follows that 
a • oi S /"'({«}) or a - fli G /~'({^}) /(o • ^i) = u o r  f { a  - a i )  = w .  
Similarly, 
6  - f i i  €  / " ^ { u } )  o r b - b i G  / ~ ' ( W } )  o r  f { b - b i )  =  w .  
Therefore, we are no longer guaranteed that /(a • Oi) = f { b - b i ) ;  it is possible that f { a -  a \ )  =  w  and 
f { p  •  b i )  =  V ,  o r  c o n v e r s e l y .  I n s t e a d  w e  o b t a i n  t h e  w e a k e r  r e s u l t  t h a t  { x  :  x  9  a }  *  { y  :  y  9  b }  =  
/~'{u} U/~^{u;}. More generally, let {{c,ci,dj)j^j} S "R-v. An identical argimient to the one given 
above can be used to show 
{ x  :  X  e  a }  *  { y  : y  9  b }  =  | J { 2 i  :  Z i 9  { a -  6)} ,  
i ^ I  
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where f{zi) = dj for some i € / and j € J. Rewriting this in terms of equivalence classes, instead of 
a/6 • b/0 = (a - b)/6 we have 
We have shown: 
Lemma 3.3 Let f : U -* "V be a bounded morphism from a semigroup U = {U, •^) to a ternary 
r e l a t i o n a l  s t r u c t u r e  V  =  { V , T Z v ) ,  a n d  l e t  9  =  k e r  f .  T h e n  f o r  a l l  e l e m e n t s  a  a n d  b  i n  U ,  a / 0  *  b / 9  i s  
t h e  u n i o n  o f  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s e s  o f U / 6 .  
Let us consider the definition of a bounded morphism from Chapter 2 (Definition 2.6) in the context 
of relational structures with one ternary relation. (Semigroups are included in this class of structures). 
Definition 3.4 Let f : U —» V, where U = {U,Tiu) and V = {V,TZv) are relational structures with 
one ternary relation. Then f is a bounded morphism iff the following are true: 
i .  { u i , u 2 , u )  £ H u  = >  { f { u i ) , f { u 2 ) , f i u ) )  G K v  
a .  (V { v i , v 2 , f { u ) )  € 1Zv) (3 ui,u2 € U) so that 
/(«l) =Ui,  
/ ( W 2 )  =  V 2 ,  
a n d  ( u i , u 2 , u )  e  T L u -
Let S = (5, •) be a semigroup and U = {S^Hs) its dual ternary structure. In the following, we will 
use the notations sx • S2 = S3 in 5 and (si,32,33) 6 TZs interchangeably. 
Proposition 3.5 Let S = (S, •) be any semigroup and T = ({0}, {(0,0,0)}) the one element semigroup. 
Then / : S —* T is a surjective bounded morphism iff {S • S) = S. 
Proof: (•^=) Let sx,52,33 € S and Si • 32 = 33. Since / maps S to 0, f{si) = /(S2) = f i ^ s )  = 0, so 
(31,32,33) 6 TZs (/(5i),/(s2),/(33)) = (0,0,0) 6 TZt- Hence, (i) of the definition is satisfied. 
Now, note that for all s S S, (0,0,/(s)) G TVp (since f{s) = 0 and (0,0,0) S Ttr). According to (ii) 
of the definition, we need to find elements 3i and 32 in S, so that 3i • S2 = 3 and f{si) = f{s2) = 0. 
Using the hypothesis, 5-5 = 5, there exist elements Si, 32 so that sj • 32 = 3. By the fact that / 
maps S to 0, we have /(31) = 0 = f{s2). Therefore, f is a bounded morphism. It is clearly surjective. 
(==i') For the converse, we need to show that if / is a surjective bounded morphism from S onto 
T, then (5-5) = 5. Suppose this is not true. Then 5 • 5 C 5. Let s S 5 so that s ^ 5 • 5. Then 
(3.14) 
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(0,0,/(s)) G T^r but there are no elements u  and v  so that u - v  =  s .  This violates the second part of 
Definition 3.4. Hence the converse is proved. • 
The other possible one-element ternary structure is T = ({0}, 0). Note that / : S -+ T is never a 
bounded morphism for any semigroup S. (Part (i) of the Definition would not hold). 
Observe from Proposition 3.5 that, in general, a surjective semigroup homomorphism is not a 
bounded morphism. (Just let S be any semigroup that does not satisfy S • S = S). However, sur­
jective group homomorphisms are bounded morphisms. 
Proposition 3,6 Let f :G —*13. be a surjective homomorphism between groups. Then f is a bounded 
morphism. 
Proof: Let ffi, 52, 93 ^ G satisfying gi • 92 = 93- Since / is a homomorphism, /{gs) = f{gi • 92) = 
f{9i) • f{92) => (/(ffi), 7(52), 7(53)) GUhjSo part (i) of Definition 3.4 is true. 
To see that the second part of the Definition holds, suppose 
{ h i , h 2 , f { 9 ) )  e U f j ,  which implies /ii -/ij = f { g ) .  (3.15) 
We need to find gi and 52 so that 
i- 91-92=9 and 
ii. gi I-+ hi and g2 ^ /i2-
Since / is surjective, there exists an element 2 6 G so that f { z )  = h i .  Then (leaving out for 
readability) we have: 
z z ~ ^ g  =  g  = >  f { z z ~ ^ 9 )  =  f { 9 )  (3.16) 
=> f(.z)f{z'^9)=fi9) (3.17) 
= >  h i -  f { z ~ ^ g )  =  f { g ) .  (3.18) 
It follows that i h i , f { z ~ ^ g ) , f { g ) )  £  H h •  
Claim: f{z~^g) = /i2 
Proof (Claim): 
h i f { z ~ ^ g )  =  f { g )  and hih2 = /(g) by 3.15and3.18 
=> hif{z~^g) = hih2 
=> f{z~^g) = ^2 (by cancellation). 
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End (Claim). 
Therefore, by setting g \ = z  and g z  = z ' ^ g  we have /(ffi) = h i ,  f i g z )  = /12, and gig2 = g. Hence, / is 
a bounded morphism. • 
The converse is true even in semigroups. 
Theorem 3.7 Let / : S —• T 6e a bounded morphism between two semigroups S = (5, and T = 
Then f is a semigroup homomorphism. 
Proof: Let Si, S2, s £ S so that sj - 32 = s. We need to show that f{s) = f{si • S2) =  f i ^ i )  •  /(S2)-
By part (i) of the Definition, 
{ S I , 3 2 , S )  e U s  => i f { 3 l ) J { s 2 ) , f { s ) )  E U T  
=> /(si)-/(s2) = /(s) inT. 
Therefore f { s i  •  S 2 )  =  f { s i )  •  / ( S 2 ) .  •  
One last result in this section: 
Proposition 3.8 Let S = (5, •) be a semigroup, and f an automorphism of S. Let 0 be the binary 
r e l a t i o n  o n  S  d e f i n e d  b y :  ( a  9  x )  i f f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  i n t e g e r  k  s o  t h a t  f ' ' { a )  =  x .  L e t  U  =  { S / 6 , T Z / 9 ) ,  
where 1^/9 = {(a/0,bl9,cl9) : a-b = c}. Then the mapping h:S—*Uisa bounded morphism. 
Proof: The first part of Definition 3.4 is satisfied by the definition of Ti/9. 
For part (ii), note that since / is an automorphism (and hence invertible), 9 is an equivalence 
relation: it is clearly reflexive. It is symmetric because if f''{a) = x then a = f^~^^''{x) (since / is 1-1 
and onto). Lastly, it is transitive because a 6 b and b 9 c then there exist integers k and I so that 
/*'(a) = b and /'(6) = c. It follows that (o) = c, which implies that ad c. 
Now, let { x / 9 , y / 9 , h { c ) )  £  1 1 / 9  (where h{c) = c/O). We need to show there exist elements a  and b  
i n  S  s o  t h a t  a ^ - *  x / 9 ,  b > — ^  y / Q  a n d  a - b  =  c .  
By the definition of 1^/9, 
{ x / 9 , y / 9 , h { c ) )  € 72-/0 only if there exist x', y', z' £ S and integers k, I, m so that 
i '  =  f ' ' { x )  ( x '  6 x / 9 )  
y '  =  f \ y )  ( y ' 6 y / 0 )  
z' = r(c) 
and x' • y' = z' = /^(c). 
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Leta = /-'"(i') 
and b = 
Then a O  x '  9  x  and b  9  y '  9  y .  By the transitivity of 9 ,  it follows that a 6  x  and b  6  y ,  s o  a  x / 9  and 
b t - * y / 9 .  
Finally, because / is 1-1, onto, and a homomorphism, 
x ' . y '  =  r { c )  
=> r '"(x ' -y ' )=c 
r'"(x')-/-'"(y') = c 
=> a • b = c 
which finishes the proof. • 
S. Comer has many nice results, discovered independently, on bounded morphic images of groups 
and polygroups (including Proposition 3.6). He refers to bounded morphisms as conjugacy relations. 
His results were published in a 1992 paper. He also has many more results in a manuscript from 1982; 
see [7, 8]. 
Proposition 3.8 is a special case of a more general fact noted by Bergman and Blok (see [1]) which 
is proved in the next Lemma. It is a converse to Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3,9 Let 9 be an equivalence relation defined on a semigroup S = (5,-) and let T = S/9. 
S u p p o s e  f  :  S  — > •  T  i s  t h e  n a t u r a l  m a p .  D e f i n e  a  r e l a t i o n  o n  T  b y  T Z ^  =  { { f i x ) , f { y ) , f { s ) )  :  x  •  y  =  
s £ S} = {{x/9,y/9,s/9) : x • y = s £ 5}. If, for all equivalence classes a/Q and b/9, there is a set 
{zi : i E 1} Q S so that a/9 • b/9 = IJtc/ ^ ® union of equivalence classes), then T 
is a bounded morphic image of S. 
Proof: The first part of Definition 3.4 holds by the construction of Ht- TO prove part (ii), we must 
show that for each {x/9,y/9, f{s)) 6 TZt, where f{s) = s/9, there exist elements a and 6 in S so that 
x 9 a, y 9 b, and a-b = s. Note that (i/9, y/9,s/9) £ IZx if and only if there exist elements x' ,y', and 
s' in S so that x' 6 x, y' 9 y, z' 9 s, and x' -y' = z'. Since x/9 • y/9 = • y^ : xi 9 x and yi 9 y}, it 
must be true that z' £ x/9 • y/9. By hypothesis, x/9 •y/9 \s equal to the union of equivalence classes 
Zi/9.i € I for some index set I. Because z' S x/9 • y/9, the entire equivalence class z'/9 is contained in 
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x / O  •  y / O .  In other words, { w  :  w  0  z ' }  C {x' • y' : x' 0 x, y' 6 y}. Recall z '  6  s .  Hence s  S x / 6  •  y / d .  
Therefore, there exist elements a and 6 is S so that a 0 x, b 6 y, and a - 6 = s. Hence, by Definition 3.4, 
/ is a bounded morphism from S onto T. • 
The Lemma is true in a more general setting. Let us consider the notion of a partial semigroup. 
Definition 3.10 A partial semigroup is a set S with a partial binary operation, , which satisfies the 
equation 
x - ( y - z )  =  ( x - y ) - z .  
This equation is to be interpreted so that the left hand side exists if and only if the right hand side exists, 
and in this case the two sides are equal. 
Notice that if x  and y  are elements of S ,  then x - y  need not be defined. Let T, /, and 9  be defined as in the 
Lemma. An argument Jinalogous to the one given in the last Lemma proves that if xjO-yfG = [Jzi/d for 
all products which are defined, then / : S —+ T is a bounded morphism between the ternary structures 
S and T. Stated formally: 
Corollary 3.11 Let S = {S, •) be a partial semigroup, and let T, f, and 9 be defined as in Lemma 3.9. 
Then the conclusion of the Lemma is still valid. 
An inner substructure of a semigroup is one important example of a partial semigroup. The above 
Corollary will be used in Chapter 6 to prove bounded morphic images of inner substructures of certain 
finite, commutative semigroups exist. Or, applying the duality, that subalgebras of homomorphic images 
of certain members of S"*" exist. 
Inner Substructures and BAO Homomorphic Images 
Recall that the definition of an inner substructure of a relational structure U = { U ,  { T Z i ) i ^ i )  is a 
substructure V = {V, (5i)ig/) of U satisfying V CU and: 
(V Z 6/)(vp e K)(V (Xi,• • - ,X„> e CT'), 
(Xi,-- - ,x„,p) €7^^ => {xi,-- - ,x„) e K". 
Recall that /i: V —> U is an injective bounded morphism if and only if h : U""" —• V"*" is a complete 
surjective BAO homomorphism, so by Theorem 2.10, it follows that V is a substructure of U if and 
only if h : U~ —+ V"^ is a surjective BAO homomorphism. In this case, V"^ is a homomorphic image 
of U~, so ker h is a congruence relation on U"^. We can, therefore, associate inner substructures of a 
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relational structure U with homomorphic images of its dual BAO U"^; consequently, since there is a 1-1 
correspondence between homomorphic images and congruences of an algebra, we can associate inner 
substructures of a relational structure with congruences on its dual BAO. 
Let us interpret this definition in the case of semigroups. Then V is an inner substructure of a 
semigroup U if 
i. K is a subset of U and 
ii. for all elements Ui and uq in U,  if Ui • U2 € V then u i  £V  and U2 6 V.  
Note that this definition does not require V to be a subsemigroup oi U; V need only be a subset of U. 
I n  o t h e r  w o r d s ,  i i v i , v 2  €  V ,  i t  n e e d  n o t  b e  t r u e  t h a t  V i  • V 2  G  V .  
Definition 3.12 An ideal of a semigroup XJ is a subset I of U satisfying: 
(V u G C^)(V i G  I )  ( u - i  £  I  a n d  i - u G  I ) .  
Theorem 3.13 Let U be a semigroup and V C U. Then the complement of V, which will be denoted 
V, is an ideal 0/ U iff'V is an inner substructure of U. 
Proof: (=>) Let V be an ideal of U. We need to show that iiui €V, then U i G V  and € V . 
Suppose not. Without loss of generality, assume Ui ^ V. Then Ui 6 V. But V is an ideal, so it follows 
that Uj • U2 e V, contradicting our hypothesis. Hence, Ui G V. Similarly, we can show that U2 G V. 
Therefore, V is an inner substructiure of U. 
(<t=) Let y  G  V  and uG U .  We must show that y -u  G  V  and u-y  G  V .  Assume that y- u ^ V . Then 
y-uG V, which implies that y GV (since V is an inner substructure of U). But this is a contradiction. 
Hence, y -uG V. Similarly, u-y G V. Therefore, V is an ideal. • 
Hence, inner substructures of semigroups are precisely the subsets of semigroups which are comple­
ments of ideals. This idea can be extended to partial semigroups. If S = (5, •), where is a partial 
operation on S, then T is an inner substructure of S if and only if T is the complement of a partial 
ideal of S; that is, for all s S 5 and t' G T', \i s-t' exists then s-t' G T'. By an argument identical to 
the one given above, the Theorem remains true if U is a partial semigroup and V" is a partial ideal of 
U. The following proposition says that inner substructures are plentiful: 
Proposition 3.14 Let S = {S, •^) be a partial semigroup. Let T = S\ii {0^}, and for all x,y G T for 
which X • y is undefined, let x • y = 0^. Then T is a semigroup and S is an inner substructure of T. 
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Proof: 
It is easy to see that T is a semigroup. (We just need to verify that T satisfies the eissociative law.) 
To show that S is an inner substructure of T, we show the complement of S, which is 0^, is an ideal of 
T; this is easy: 
Let X £ T .  Then (by the definition of T), 0^ • x = 0^ = x • 0^. 
Hence, S' is an ideal, which implies S is an inner substructure of T by Theorem 3.13. • 
Direct Products and Disjoint Unions 
Theorem 3.15 (Goldblatt [9]) Suppose (Ui,z ^ I) is a family of similar relational structures, and 
(Ut,i € I] their dual BAOs. Then 
nuts(i+)Uir .  
i e /  i e /  
(where |+) represents the disjoint union). 
It follows that the dual relational structure 
(nun+s((yuin+ = (+)Ui.  
i e /  i & i  i e i  
Hence, disjoint unions of relational structures correspond to direct products of BAOs. 
We can use Theorem 3.15, along with Proposition 3.14, to get the following surprising result: 
Theorem 3.16 Let S"'" be the class of all complex algebras of all semigroups. Then SP{S'^) C 
Therefore, W5^(S^) = K5(S+) = 5?^(S+). 
Proof: Let A 6 SV{S'^). Then there exist algebras (Bi''",i £ I) £ S*' and relational structures 
(Bi^, I 6 /) = (Bi, i £ I) so that 
i & I  i & I  
The structure l+lig/ B^ can be thought of a set with a partial associative binary operation defined upon 
it. Let C = Bi- By the last Proposition, T = C W {0^} is a semigroup with inner substructure 
C. Therefore, /i : C —• T is an injective bounded morphism, which implies that h : T"*" —• C"*" is a 
surjective BAO homomorphism. Hence, 
C"^  = (1+) Bi)+ S JJBt 6 
i e /  i e /  
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Because T is a semigroup, its complex algebra T"*" € S"*". It follows that C" € so /I e SH{E^). 
The last statement of the theorem comes from the fact (as was stated earlier) that in varieties with 
the congruence extension property generated by a class of algebras K, SH{K) = HS{K). We then have 
the string of inequadities: 
nsv{s-^) c nsnis-^) = Hns{s+) = hs{s+) = sn{s-*-). 
Since HS{S'^) is obviously contained in HSPiE^), equality of the classes follows. • 
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CHAPTER 4 BASIC RESULTS ON COMPLEX ALGEBRAS OF 
SEMIGROUPS 
A Closure Operator cind Some Results 
Definition 4.1 Let X be a set. A closure operator on P(X) is a function c : P(X) —¥ P{X) so that 
for all X and y C X, the following are true: 
i. X < c(a;). 
ii. !<!/=>• c(x) < c{y). 
iii. c(c(a;)) = c(x). 
One natural example of a closure operator is the topological closure on a topological space (A', Q). 
Now let X € 21. Define 
c(3:) := r V (1 * r) V (x * 1) V (1 * X * 1). (4.1) 
For ease of readability, we will leave out extra parentheses. Assume that binds more strongly than 
'V; for example, a • 6 V c is to be read (a * 6) V c. 
Proposition 4.2 Let A = {A, A, V,', 0,1, *) be a BAO with one binary associative operator, '• '. Then 
c(x) (as defined in (4-1)) is a closure operator on A. 
Proof: We will show that (i), (ii), and (iii) from Definition 4.1 are satisfied. Let x and y be elements 
of .4. Then 
X  <  ( x V ( l # x V x * l V l * x # l ) )  =  c ( x ) ,  
so (i) is satisfied. 
Now, assume that x < y. Then by the monotonicity of we have l*x<L*t/, x*l<i/#l, and 
l*x*l<l*t/*l. It follows that c(x) < c{y). Therefore, (ii) is satisfied. 
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To prove (iii), we must show that c(c(i)) = c(x). By (i), we know that c { x )  <  c(c(j:)), so it remains 
to be shown that c(c(r)) < c(r). 
c { c ( x ) )  = c(i) V (1 * c(a:)) V (c(x) * 1) V (1 • c(x) * 1) (4.2) 
=  z V l * r V r * l V l * r * l  ( c ( i ) )  ( 4 - 3 )  
V  l * ( x V l » a : V x * l V l * r * l )  ( l * c ( x ) )  ( 4 . 4 )  
V  ( i V l * x V x » l V l * x * l ) * l  ( c ( x )  •  I )  ( 4 - o )  
V  l * ( x V l » x V x * l V l * x * l ) * l  ( l * c ( x ) * l ) .  ( 4 - 6 )  
Note that c(c(x)) < c(x) if each of (4.3)—(4.6) is less than or equal to c(x). We will show (4.4)< c(x). 
The proofs for (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6) are similar. 
Using the additivity of from (4.4) we have: 
l * ( x V I + x V x * l V l * x * l )  ( 4 . 7 )  
= (1 • x) V (1 • (1 • x)) V (1 * (x • 1)) V (1 • (1 * X • I)) (4.8) 
= (1 » x) V ((1 * 1) + x) V (1 • (x * 1)) V ((1 * 1) » X * 1) (4.9) 
<  ( l * x ) V ( l » x )  V ( l * x *  1 )  ( 4 . 1 0 )  
= (1 • x) V (1 » X • I) (4-11) 
< c(x). (4.12) 
We get from (4.7) to (4.8) by the associativity of and from (4.8) to (4.9) by using the fact that 
(1 • 1) < 1. 
Hence, (4.4)< c(x). Similarly, we can show (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) < c(x). Therefore, c(c(x)) < c(x). 
Note that if the operator is normal, then c(0) = 0. • 
This closure operator is important for several reasons. Recall that for BAOs there is a I-1 correspon­
dence between congruence ideals and congruences. We know further that there is a 1-1 correspondence 
between congruences and homomorphic images for any algebra. As will be shown, the closure operator 
defined here gives us a way of determining some of the congruence ideals of a BAO with one binary 
associative operator. Let A = (^, A,V,',0, 1,*) be such a BAO. Then the principal ideal generated by 
a £ A is {y E A : y < a}. The concept of the closed elements of a BAO will be very important in the 
rest of this paper. 
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Definition 4.3 Let X be an element of a BAO with one binary, associative operator. We say that x is 
c l o s e d  i f f  X  =  c { x ) .  
Note that in a BAO with one normal, binary, associative operator, the element '0' is always closed. 
Proposition 4.4 Let I be an ideal of a BAO with one normal, binary, associative operator, '*Then 
I  i s  a  c o n g r u e n c e  i d e a l  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  I  i s  c l o s e d  u n d e r  c ( x ) .  
Proof: (=>•) Let / be a congruence ideal, and i G /. Then x* 1 and 1 * x are elements in / by Lemma 
2.3. Hence, 1 * i * 1 6 /. It follows that x V (x * 1) V (1 * x) V (1 * x » 1) = c(x) € I, since / is an ideaL 
(<=) Let I be an ideal which is closed under c(x). Then 
X e / => X V (1 * x) V (x * I) V (1 * X * 1) S /. 
Therefore. 1 * x and x * 1 are elements of I (since / is an ideal). Hence, I is a congruence ideal by 
Lemma 2.3. • 
Corollary 4.5 Let A = (A, A, V,',0,1,*) be a BAO with one normal binary associative operator, 
and x £ A. Then the ideal generated by c(x), denoted (c(x)], is the smallest congruence ideal of A 
containing x. 
Proof: Let y € (c(x)]. Then y < c(x). Therefore, c{y) < c(c(x)) = c(x), which implies that 
c(y) 6 (c(x)]. Hence, by Proposition 4.4 , (c(x)] is a congruence ideal. Let / = (c(x)]. Now, suppose J 
i s  a  c o n g r u e n c e  i d e a l  c o n t a i n i n g  x .  W e  m u s t  s h o w  t h a t  I  C  J .  A g a i n ,  b y  L e n u n a  2 . 3 ,  x  G  J  = >  x * l  ^  J  
and 1 * X € J. Applying the Lenuna to x * 1, we have 1 * x * 1 S J. Therefore, since ideals are closed 
under finite joins, we have 
x V x * l V L * x V l * x * I s J ,  
which implies that c(x) € J. Hence, (c(x)] C J. It follows that I is the smallest congruence ideal 
containing x. • 
In the next corollary, let C g { x , y )  represent the congruence generated by { x , y ) .  
Corollary 4.6 Let A = (>1, A, V,',0, L, *) be a BAO with one normal, binary, associative operator, and 
let X, y, a, and b be elements of A. Then {a,b) e Cg{x,y) iff a® b G (c(x ©y)j. 
Proof: Recall from the comments in Chapter 2 preceding Lemma 2.3 that a congruence 9 defined on an 
algebra A gives rise to a congruence ideal I, where I = {x £ A : x 9 0}. Conversely, given a congruence 
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ideal I  the corresponding congruence ideal 6  =  {(x,y )  :  x  £  I } ,  where x 0y = (x Ay') V (y A x'). 
Furthermore, this correspondence is 1-1 and onto. 
Claim: The congruence ideal I = (c(x © y)] is the congruence ideal corresponding to Cg(x, y). 
Proof: Let 0 = Cg(x,y). Since 0 is closed under meet, join and complementation, 
(X'AX,X'AI/) = (0, x'A y) E 0 and (4.13) 
( x A y ' , y A y ' )  =  { x A y ' , 0 ) e O .  (4.14) 
((x'Ay) V (x Ay'),0) = (x©y,0)€fl. (4.15) 
Hence, x ® y  £  I .  Since (c(x © y)\ is the smallest congruence ideal conteiining x © y, it follows that 
(c(x®y)] C /. It is straightforward to show that (c(x©y)] = I. Conversely, if / = (c(x©y)] and 6 is 
its corresponding congruence, then (x.y) is an element of 9, so Cg(x,y) C 0. Again, it is not difficult 
to show that Cg(x,y) =9. • Claim. 
Now let (a, 6) € Cg(x,y). By a proof similar to that used to obtain (4.15), it follows that (a ©6,0) e 
Cg(x,y). Hence, a©6 € (c(x©y)], so o©6 < c(x©y). 
The converse is trivial, since if a © 6 6 (c(x © y)], then (a, b) £ Cg(x, y). • 
If L = (L, A, V) is a finite lattice, then every ideal is principal. (Proof: Let I be an ideal of L. Since 
L is finite, then I must be finite. Hence, y = Vxe/^ € I, so I = (y].) BAOs have lattice reducts, so if 
A is a finite BAO then every ideal, and therefore every congruence ideal, is a principal ideal. It follows 
from this fact and Corollary 4.5 that the congruence ideals of a finite BAO A are precisely the ideals 
generated by the closed elements of A. Hence, if we wish to find all congruence ideals (of a finite BAO) 
A, we can form the set of closed elements, {c(x) : x € A}. The principal ideals generated by elements 
of this set are the congruence ideals of A. The corresponding congruence, 0c(x)j is the congruence 
generated by {(0, c(x))} — i.e. My £ A and 0 < y < c(x), then y 9 Q. If A is an infinite BAO we could 
find all principal congruence ideals of A by forming the set of closed elements of A. However, there 
may exist congruence ideals that are not principal in an infinite BAO, so we cannot hope to find all 
congruence ideals (and therefore congruences) by this method. 
Another nice benefit of the closure operator c(x) for the variety H S P { S ' ^ )  is that it is easy to show 
that HSViS'^) has equationally definable principal congruences (EDPC). This idea was presented by 
Blok and Pigozzi [4] in a 1982 paper. 
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Definition 4.7 A variety V is said to have equationally definable principal congruences (EDPC) if 
there exists an integer n and quaternary terms Si and ti for Q<i <n so that for all algebras A in V. 
(x,y) e Cg(o,b )  s f  (a,b , x , y )  = t f { a , b , x , y ) ,  0 < i < n .  
Theorem 4.8 The variety 21 has EDPC. 
Proof: Note that x®y is a term in the language of the variety 521, as is c { x ® y ) .  Consider the following 
sequence of biconditionals: 
(a, 6) e Cg(x,i/) a0<> e (c(x©2/)] by Cor. 4.6 
a 0 6 < c(x © y) 
(a © 6) A c(x © 2/) = a © 6. 
Let n = 1, s i { a , b , x , y )  = (a©6) Ac(x©i/), and ti{a,b,x,y) = a©6. Then by Definition 4.7, 21 has 
EDPC. • 
Varieties with EDPC have some desirable properties; for example, they are congruence distributive 
and congruence extensile. Of course, we had already shown this for veirieties of BAOs using other 
techniques. These varieties also have splitting algebras with nice properties. This concept will be 
discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 6. 
Closure operators will be used extensively in the following section in proofs involving subdirectly 
irreducible and simple algebras. 
Subdirectly Irreducible algebrsis in HSV{S'^) 
It is well-known that the congruence lattice of any lattice is distributive. Since BAOs have a 
lattice reduct, the congruence lattice of any BAO is distributive. Recall that an algebra is subdirectly 
irreducible if its congruence lattice has a smallest nonzero member. 
Proposition 4.9 Let S = (S, -) be a semigroup, and S"*" = (P(5), U,n,' ,0,S, *) its complex algebra. If 
I is a semigroup ideal of S, then (I] is a congruence ideal o/S"*". 
Proof: Let c(x) be the closure operator on S"^ as defined in (4.1). Then 
I C c(/) = / U (5 * /) U (/ * 5) U (5 * / » 5) C / 
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since I is an ideal of S. Therefore, I is a closed element of S^, so (I] is a congruence ideal of S+ by the 
remarks preceding Definition 4.7. • 
Proposition 4.10 Let S = (5, •) be a semigroup, and X C S. Then c(X) is an ideal ofS. 
Proof: Let = c(A'). Since c : S"*" —)• S"*" is a closure operator on S"*" and A'' € S"'", c(A'') = A''. 
Hence, 
C(A:^)  =  A'^ U ( S  *  A'^) U (A'^ * S ) U i S *  A'' • 5) = A'^ 
It follows that c(A') = A'^ is an ideal of S. • 
A semigroup S has a minimum ideal [ if, for every ideal J C S, it is true that I C J. Note that 
minimum ideals are unique. 
Theorem 4.11 Let S = (5, •) by a semigroup. Then the complex algebra S"^ = {P(5), U, n,', 0,5, *) is 
subdirectly irreducible if and only ifS has a minimum ideal. 
Proof: (=>) Suppose S"*" is subdirectly irreducible. Let 0\f be the monolith of S'^, and M its associated 
congruence ideal. Since there is a 1-1 correspondence between congruence ideals and congruences, M is 
the minimum congruence ideal of S"*". 
Claim: M is a principal congruence ideal. 
Proof (Claim): Let i £ M with x 7^ 0. By Proposition 4.5, (c(i)] is a congruence ideal, and (c(x)] C A/. 
But M is the minimum congruence ideal of S"*", so M C (c(a;)]. Therefore, M = (c(j;)], i.e. M is 
generated by c(ar). • Claim. 
Let Z  =  c { x ) .  Note that Z  C  S ,  and [ Z ]  =  M .  We wish to show that Z  is the minimum ideal of 
S. Assume that is it not. Then there exists an ideal Y of S so that Z C Y. Since the intersection 
of two ideals is again an ideal, Y O Z is an ideal of S which is properly contained in Z. (V D Z 0 
since Y * Z C V Pi Z.) Hence by Proposition 4.9, (K n Z] is a congruence ideal of S"*" which is properly 
contained in [Z] = M. This contradicts the fact that M is the minimum congruence ideal of S"*". 
Therefore, Z = c(x) is the minimum ideal of S. 
(<=) For the converse, assume that I C S is the minimum ideal of S. We must show that S"*" is 
subdirectly irreducible. To do this, we will show that (I] is the minimum congruence ideal of S"^. 
L e t  J  b e  a n y  n o n z e r o  c o n g r u e n c e  i d e a l  o f  S " ^ .  S u p p o s e  ( I ]  2  J -  L e t  x  £  J ,  x  0 .  T h e n  c ( x )  =  
XVS*XVX*SVS*X*S € J • But c(a;) is an ideal of S, so I C c(x). Hence. I is an element of J. 
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which implies that (I] C J. Therefore, (I] is the minimum congruence ideal S"*", which proves that S"*" is 
subdirectly irreducible. • 
Suppose S is a finite semigroup. Then S has a minimum ideal. (To see this, let {Ik, 1 < fc < n} be 
the set of ideals of S. Since S is finite, there can only be finitely many ideals. Hence J = ni<ifc<n — 
ni<fc<n ^ ideal of S that is contained in each Ik, and is therefore the minimum ideal of S). Hence 
we have the following corollary to Theorem 4.11: 
Corollary 4.12 // S = (5, •) is finite, then S"*" = (P(5), U, n,', 0, S, *) is subdirectly irreducible. 
Corollary 4.13 Let S = (S, •) be a semigroup. If S has an element z so that for all x £ S, x • z = 
z -x = z, then S"*" = (P{S),U, n,', 0, S, *) is subdirectly irreducible. 
Proof: If S has such an element z, then {z} is the minimum ideal of S. • 
Every algebra A has at least two congruences. The smallest congruence, sometimes denoted O.4, 
is {(x,x) ; X S A}. It is called the diagonal of A. The largest congruence, denoted 1^, is A x >4. 
An algebra A is simple if it has exactly two congruences. Simple cilgebras are the most basic algebras 
of a variety in the sense that they have no proper homomorphic images. In particular, they cannot 
be decomposed into the direct product of other algebras in the variety (excluding the trivial algebra), 
although the property of being simple is much stronger than the property of not being decomposable. 
Every simple algebra is subdirectly irreducible, since the smallest nonzero congruence is just Ax A. 
Theorem 4.14 Let G = {G, •) be a group. Then G"*" is simple. 
Proof: Let / be a congruence ideal of G"^. Assume I ^ {0}. Then there exists an element X in /, 
X 0. {so X G G). Since G is a group, for all ff 6 G we have {g} * G = G. (Proof: let h £ G. We 
need to show there exists a y in G so that g y — h. Let y — g~^ • h. Then g • {g~^ • h) = h). Hence 
if 5 is any nonempty subset of G, and g € S, then G = gGCS*G=i>^S*G = G. It follows that 
ciX) = X U {X * G) U {G * X)LI {G * X * G = G). Therefore, 
i ^ X e l  c { X ) £ l  
= >  G e /  
(G] = /. 
So the only congruence ideals of G"" are 0 and (G). Using the fact that there is a 1-1 correspondence 
between congruence ideals and congruences, it follows that G' has exactly 2 congruences. Hence G~ 
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is simple. • 
We also have a partial converse to this theorem: 
Theorem 4.15 Let S"^ be the complex algebra of a commutative semigroup S. Suppose S""" is simple. 
Then S is a group. 
Proof: To show S is a group, we must show there exists an identity element e, and that each element 
has an inverse. Since S"^ is simple, we know that for every x 6 S, 
c({x}) = {x} U {ar} *  S u S  *  {x} U  S  *  {x} *  S  =  S .  
by the commutativity of S, this equation reduces to: 
c({x}) = {x} U {x} * 5 = 5. (4.16) 
If the cardinality of S is 1, then S is the one element group, so we su-e done. Assume that the cardinality 
of S is greater than 1. By (4.16), we know that 
S — {x} C {x} * S. 
Claim 1: For all x 6 5. {x} * S = S. 
Proof (Claim 1): Let x be an element in S, and y E S — {x}. Then there exists an element s in S (s 
depends upon x and y) so that 
x - s  =  y .  (4.17) 
Now, since S"*" is simple, c({t/}) = S. So we can find aa s' £ S (again, s' depends upon x and y) so that 
y s '  =  x .  (4.18) 
Replacing y in (4.18) with x • s from (4.17), we obtain 
x - s - s '  =  x .  (4.19) 
Since s • s' S 5, we have shown that {x} * S = S. • Claim 1. 
Now let X and y he & fixed pair of distinct elements of S, and let s and s' be as in Claim 1. Let 
s - s '  =  e  (4.20) 
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Claim 2: e is the identity element of S. 
Proof (Claim 2): Let z Q S. Then by Claim I we know there exists t € S so that 
x - t  =  z  (4.21) 
x - e - t  =  z  (by 4.19) (4.22) 
= >  { x  - t )  •  e  =  z  by commutativity of S (4.23) 
z - e  =  z  (4.24) 
By the commutativity of S, e is a two-sided identity. Hence, S is a monoid with identity element e. • 
Cla im 2. 
To prove that each element has an inverse, we use Claim 1 to argue that for each w £ S, w • S = S. 
Since e G 5 (by Claim 2) it follows that there exists anw' £ S so that w -w' = e. By commutativity, 
w' -w = e. Hence, w has a two-sided inverse. Therefore, S is a group. • 
Corollary 4.16 In the class of algebras K = there exist simple algebras of cardinality 2" for every 
integer n. Hence 'HSV{S'^) contains simple algebras of cardinality 2" for every n > 0. 
Proof: Given any integer n, we can find a group G of order n. (For example, the group Zn = 
{0,1,... , n — 1} with addition modulo n ). By the Theorem, G""" is simple. • 
We can actually get something stronger than the existence of simple algebras of cardinality 2™ for every 
n > 0. Recall from logic that the (Upward and Downward) Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski Theorems say 
that if a theory K in a countable language has a model of any infinite cardinality, then it has a model 
of every infinite cardinality. We know by BirkhofF's Theorem that a variety is the class of models of 
an equational theory. Let £ be the equational base of W<S'P(S"'"). The condition of being simple can 
be represented in a variety of BAOs with one normal, binary, associative operator by the (universal) 
sentence t: 
Vx ((x = 0) V (c(x) = 1)), 
where c(x) is the closure operator defined in 4.3. 
The sentence t states that the closure of any non-zero element of an algebra is the largest element of 
the algebra. This is precisely the condition of being simple. (This is another useful application of the 
closure operator c(x).) Let S' = E U {i}. Note that L' is a set of first order sentences. Therefore, if we 
can find a model of S' of any infinite cardinality, we know from the Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski Theorems 
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that there exist models of every infinite cardinality. Let G be any infinite group (for example, the natural 
numbers under addition). The complex edgebra G"^ is a simple algebra of infinite cardinality and it is a 
model of E'. Therefore, we know there exist simple algebras of every infinite cardinality in 'HSV{S'^). 
Some concrete examples of these models arise from infinite groups; choose an infinite cardinal 
where a > 1. Since there exist groups of every infinite cardinality, choose a group of cardinality N^-i-
Then G"^ will be a complex algebra of cardinality Ka- (We are assuming the Generalized Continuum 
Hypothesis here). It is not as easy to find a simple algebra in 'HSP{S'^) of cardinality Ko (the cardinality 
of the integers) We cannot hope to find a model of the form S"^ for any semigroup S because if the 
cardinality of S is finite, then the cardinality of S"*" will be finite, and if S is infinite, then the cardinality 
of S"^ will be at least Mi- However, by the Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski Theorems such a model must 
exist. One specific example is given here. Consider the set of integers, N. This set forms a group under 
addition, so its complex algebra, N"*", is simple. N"*" has a subalgebra, denoted A, consisting of the 
set of all finite-cofinite subsets of N. Since HSP{S'^) satisfies the congruence extension property, A is 
simple. (This is because any congruence on A could be extended to a congruence on N"*"). It is routine 
to show that the cardinality of A is b^o-
Other examples of simple BAOs come from a class of semigroups called left-zero semigroups. (Right-
zero semigroups work also). Let Sn = (•?„, ) be the semigroup with elements {0,1,... ,n — 1} and 
multiplication defined by: 
for all ki,k2 £ Sn, fci • fca = fci. 
(We just project onto the left element.) Then for every x 6 5n, • {z} = S„. Hence, for every 
{x} € S„, it follows that c({x}) = Sn- Therefore, SJ is simple. 
Discriminator Varieties 
The discriminator fimction on a set X is the ternary function / satisfying; for all x , y , z  €  X ,  
f X if f ( x , y , z )  =  <  
[2 if X = 1/ 
If K is a class of similar algebras and t { x , y ,  2) is a ternary term (in the language of K), then t  is called 
a discriminator term for K if it is a discriminator for each member of K. The variety generated by K. 
V(K), is called a discriminator variety. 
Discriminator varieties have many wonderful properties. We will list just a few here. The following 
definitions will be needed for the next theorem: A variety V is congruence regular if every congruence 
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relation 0 on A € V is determined by any one of its congruence classes. It is congruence uniform if, 
for every congruence relation 0 on A 6 V, every congruence class has the same c£krdinality. Finally, 
V is semisimple if every subdirectly irreducible member of V is simple. An algebra A 6 V is directly 
indecomposable if the cardinality of A is greater than I and if A = B x C, then either B or C is a one 
element algebra. 
Theorem 4.17 ([13]) Let K be a class of algebras with discriminator term t{x,y,z), and V(K) the 
variety generated by K. Then: 
i. V(K) is congruence permutable, congruence distributive, congruence extensile, congruence regular, 
congruence uniform, and semisimple. 
ii. For every (nontrivial) A € V(K), the following are equivalent: 
A. X is directly indecomposable. 
B. A is subdirectly irreducible. 
C. A. is simple. 
D .  A e S V u ( K ) .  
E. t is a discriminator term for A. 
There are many other interesting theorems for discriminator varieties, including theorems concerning 
conditions sufficient for certain terms to be replaced by equations. For a more thorough introduction, 
the reader is directed to Werner [21]. 
Recall that Jonsson's Lemma says that in a congruence distributive variety V(K), all subdirectly 
irreducible elements of the variety are contained in W5Pu(K). In discriminator varieties, this is simpli­
fied to 57'„(KU {0}), where {0} represents the trivial algebra. Furthermore, all subdirectly irreducible 
algebras are simple. (Actually, a stronger statement can be made, since every directly indecomposable 
algebra is subdirectly irreducible.) 
Let us return now to the variety generated by all complex algebras of semigroups. Recall that if 
A = (A, V, A,',0,1, *) € HSV{^'*') and A is simple, then for each i € A, 
c(x) = 
(where c(x) is the closure operator defined earlier). 
1 i l  X j^O 
(4.25) 
0 if X = 0. 
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Let t { x , y ,  z )  =  { x  A  c { x  ©  y ) )  V (2 A [c(x © y)]'). Suppose x  =  y .  Then c(x © j/) = 0, which implies 
that [c{x © y)]' = 1. Hence t(x,y,z) = (x A 0) V (z A 1) = z. On the other hand, 'd x ^ y, then 
c(x ® y) = 1, which means that [c(i © y)\' = 0. It follows that t(x, y, z) = (x A 1) V (z A 0) = x. 
Therefore, f is a discriminator term for all simple algebras in If C is the class of all simple 
algebras in 'HSV{S'^). the variety generated by C, V(C), is a discriminator variety (by the definition 
of discriminator variety). It is easy to see that V(C) is the largest discriminator variety contained in 
'HS'P{S'^): suppose that V(C) C V C V(S"''), where V is a discriminator variety. Let SI represent 
the class of subdirectly irreducible algebras in V. By Birkhoff's Subdirect Representation Theorem, 
V = T'sCSI). However, since V is a discriminator variety, each subdirectly irreducible algebra is simple. 
Therefore, SI C C, which implies that V = V(SI) C V(C). 
As was shown in Theorem 4.14, if G is a group, then G"*" is simple. Hence V(G'*") C V(C). This 
containment is proper, however, since we have given examples of semigroups that are not groups whose 
complex algebras are simple. 
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CHAPTER 5 REPRESENTATIONS, REPRESENTABLE ALGEBRAS 
AND QUASrVARIETIES 
This chapter focuses on questions related to representations of algebras in 21 as members of H S P { S ' ^ ) .  
Some negative results on representations are presented. We ako look at the class of semigroup-
representable BAOs (with one normal, bineiry, associative operator), the quasivariety generated by 
complex algebras of semigroups, and the relationship between these classes and Ti.SP{S'^). 
Representations 
One of the fundamental questions that arises for a variety V is that of finding an equational base, or 
axiomatization, for V. An equational base is a set of equations from which all other equations satisfied 
by each member of V can be derived. Birkhoff's HSP Theorem tells us that equational classes and 
varieties are the same; hence, given a variety V, an equational base for the variety must exist. The 
class 21 of BAOs with one normal, binary, associative operator is axiomatized by the Boolean algebra 
axioms together with the equations (3.1)- (3.4) from Chapter 3—the axioms for normality, eidditivity, 
and associativity. Since 21 has an equational base, it is a variety. From now on we will reserve the use 
of the symbol E to denote the axioms of 21. 
We know the variety HSViS'^) satisfies E, so TiSVi^'^) C 21. We would like to know if the converse 
holds; i.e. if 21 C If it is true, we have found this equational base for If 
2L ^ 'HSV{S'^), we would like to find an equational base, or at least determine if 7iSV{S'^) is finitely 
based or decidable. These questions are non-trivial. For example, let ® be the class of groupoids, which 
are sets with one binary (not necessarily associative) operation. It turns out that the class of Boolean 
algebras with one additional binary normal operator is equal to [10]. On the other hand, 
if SL is the class of semilattices (commutative semigroups in which each element is idempotent), then 
7{SV{Sh'^) is properly contained in the class of BAOs with one normal binary, associative, commutative 
operator (see [l|). Since C C either answer to the question of whether 
or not 21C HSPCB') seems possible. 
To begin looking at the question of whether or not 21 C 'H.SV{S ' ^ ) ,  a computer program was written 
to generate all two element and four element BAOs satisfying E. We then attempted to determine if 
these BAOs were in 7iSV{S'^). That is, for an arbitrary BAO A satisfying S, we tried to represent 
A as the subalgebra or homomorphic image (or a combination of these) of a complex algebra S"^ of 
a semigroup S = (5, •). Note that we didn't need to look at direct products of complex algebras by 
Theorem 3.16. We call these problems representation problems. Finding representations for an arbitrary 
BAO in 21 as an element of 'H.SV(S'^) — or proving such a representation doesn't exist — has turned 
out to be much harder than we originally had hoped it would be. It is still an open question whether 
or not all four element BAOs that satisfy S are in 'H.S'P{S'^). Consequently, the question of whether 
or not 21 = TiSVlS"^) is still very much an open question. However, some partial results follow. 
Recall that if B is a finite Boolean algebra of cardinality n, then B is the unique Boolean algebra 
of cardinality n (up to isomorphism). Hence if B = (S, A, V,',0,1, *) is a finite BAO satisfying E, it is 
only the operation we need to be concerned with; the Boolean algebra structure has already been 
determined. 
Let us first look at possible two element BAOs in Qt. Let A = ({0,1}, V, A, O'S 1'^, *) be in 21. Since 
A  s a t i s f i e s  S ,  A  m u s t  b e  n o r m a l  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  o p e r a t i o n .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  0 * 0  =  0 ,  0 * 1  =  
0, and 1*0 = 0. The only thing to be determined is the value of 1 * 1. Therefore, there are two 
possible Cayley tables for the operation; hence, there are two possible two element BAOs in 21. We 
call them E and G (see Table 5.1 and Table 5.2). 
Table 5.1 The BAO E Table 5.2 The BAO G 
* 0 1 * 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
It is easy to check that both E and G satisfy E, so there are two 2-element BAOs in 21. The following 
p ropos i t i on  shows  t ha t  bo th  a r e  i n  7 iS 'P{S ' ^ ) .  
Proposition 5.1 Both of the two element BAOs in 21 are in 71S'P{S ' ^ ) .  
Proof: (i) Let A = ({a}, •) be the one-element semigroup. The complex algebra A"*" = ({0, {a}}, U, n,', 0, {a}, 
is a two element BAO with Cayley table for '*' given by; 
* 0 { a }  
0 
{«}  
0 0 
0  { a }  
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Hence A"^  is an element of S"*" emd is isomorphic to the algebra G above. 
(ii) Let A = ({a, 6}, •) be a two element semigroup with multiplication defined by: 
V 1,1/ G i4, x * y  —  a .  
Then A"^ = ({0, {a}, (6}, {a,6}},U,n,',0, {a, 6}, *) is a four element BAO in 21 with atoms {o} and 
{6}. The Cayley table for the operation has structure: 
* 0 { a }  { b }  {a, 6} 
0 0 0 0 0 
{ a }  0 {a} {a} { a }  
{ b }  0 {a} { a }  { a }  
{a, 6} 0 {a} {a} { a }  
Recall that the closure of {a} is defined by: 
c({a}) = {a} U (a} * {a, 6} U {a, 6} * {a} U {a, 6} * {a} * {a, 6} = {a}. 
Since {a} = c({a}), {a} is a closed element of A"*". Hence the ideal generated by {a} is a congruence 
i d e a l .  L e t  6  b e  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  c o n g r u e n c e .  T h e  a l g e b r a  J O  =  ( { 0 / 0 ,  { 6 } / 0 } ,  V ,  A , ' ,  0 / 0 ,  * g )  
is then a two element BAO. The table for '*e' is: 
* e  0/0 { b } / e  
( D / e  0/0 0/0 
{ b } / e  0/0 0/0 
Therefore A+/0 S E, so E S W(S+) C ?i5P(S+). • 
So both two element BAOs are members of 7{SV{S'^). We then began generating four element BAOs 
that satisfy E, and tried to find representations for them as elements of Appendix A contains 
a listing of the four element BAOs in 21 , along with their representations, if known. 
In attempting to find representations for the four element BAOs in 21, several theorems were dis­
covered. We first need some definitions. An element y of a semigroup S is idempotent ii y • y = y. Let 
I be the set of idempotents of S. Then y is a maximal idempotent (with respect to I) if, for all s € /, 
s - y  =  s = > s  =  y .  
The following propositions are well-known in semigroup theory. For proofs, the reader is encouraged to 
consult [14] or [6]. 
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Proposition 5.2 If S is a finite semigroup, then S must contain an idempotent. 
Proposition 5.3 In a finite semigroup S, maximal idempotents must exist. 
We are now ready to state the next Theorem. 
Theorem 5.4 Let B = (B, V, A/,0,1, *) G 21, and suppose there exists an element b £ B so that 
b* b < b and 6*1 = 1. If S = {S,-) is a finite, commutative semigroup with complex algebra S"^ and 
Q : B —> S"*" is a BAO homomorphism, then a{b) must contain all maximal idempotents of S. 
Proof: Let Q(6) = R (SO RC S). Since Q is a BAO homomorphism, a(l) = S .  Therefore, 
a(l)=S (5.1) 
=> a{b*  I )  =  S  (5.2) 
=> a{b)*a{ l )  =  S  (5-3) 
=> R* S = S. (5.4) 
Now let y € 5, where y is a maximal idempotent. By (5.4), there exist elements r G R and s 6 5 so 
that y = r- s. Since y is idempotent and S is commutative, it follows that for every positive integer m, 
r  •  s  =  y  =  y ^  =  { r -  s)"* = r*" • s*". (5.5) 
Using the fact that S is finite, there exists a positive integer n so that 
(r")2 = r". (5.6) 
Therefore, by (5.5) and (5.6), y = r" • s" where r" is an idempotent. 
By hypothesis b * b  < b .  Since homomorphisms between Boolean algebras are order preserving, this 
implies that a{b * b) C a(b) = R. Using the fact that a{b * 6) = a(b) * a{b) = R* R, it follows that 
R* RC R. It is easy to show (by induction) that for every positive integer n, /?" C ft. Therefore, the 
idempotent r" £ R. 
Now, we have y = y y and y = r" • s", so 
y  =  y - y  =  r ' ^  •  s ^  - y .  (5.7) 
Therefore, 
r"-y = r^'-y-y (5.8) 
_ r" • r" • 5" • y (5.9) 
= r^-s^-y since r" is idempotent (5-10) 
= y by (5.7). (5.11) 
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Hence, • y = y, where r" an idempotent. By the maximality of y, it follows that y = r". It was 
shown above that r" € R. Therefore, y £ R. • 
Corollary 5.5 Let B e 21. Suppose there exist elements b and its complement b' in B so that 
i .  b * b  < b  a n d  6 * 1  =  1  
ii. (6') * (6') < b' and 6' * 1 = 1. 
Then there cannot exist a finite commutative semigroup S and BAO homomorphism a : B —» S"^. There­
fore, B ^ 5(SCp), where S(SC'p) is the class of subalgebras of complex algebras of finite commutative 
semigroups. 
Proof: Suppose such an a and S exist. Then a(6) = R and a(6') = R' both contain all maximal 
idempotents of S. By Proposition 5.3, the set of maximal idempotents is nonempty. This contradicts 
the fact that i?n /?' = 0. • 
At this point, it is an open question whether or not this Theorem can be extended to homomorphic 
images of complex algebras of semigroups. To clarify what is meant in this case by an extension of the 
Theorem, note that if S"^ is the complex algebra of a finite semigroup S and 0 is a congruence defined 
on S""", then S'^/9 S Because S'^/9 has a binary associative operator defined upon it, it has 
a semigroup reduct. Therefore, by Proposition 5.3, maximal idempotents of S'^/9 must exist. Elements 
of S'^/6 are of the form R/6, where R C S. The Theorem says if S is finite and commutative and 
a : B —* S"*" is a BAO homomorphism, then a{b) = R must contain all maximal idempotents of S. We 
would like to know if we can extend the Theorem to say that if a : B -+ S'^/6 is a BAO homomorphism, 
then a{b) = R/6 contains all maximals idempotents of S'^/d, or possibly that R contains all maximal 
idempotents of S. This would be worth knowing because would could then say that if B is a BAO 
satisfying the conditions of the Corollary, then B ^ •SW(SCp). There are several examples of BAOs in 
21 that satisfy the Corollary (see Table 5.3 for a particular example). If an infinite representation could 
be found, we would know that HSP{SC'p) ^ HSViSC"^), which would be interesting in its own right. 
A related question would be to determine if the commutativity hypothesis can be dropped. So far we 
have been unable to determine whether or not this Theorem can be extended to the non-commutative 
case. 
Some observations used in upcoming theorems follow. Let S be a semigroup, S~ its complex 
algebra, and S~/d a complete and atomic homomorphic image of S~. Note that if S is finite, any 
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Table 5.3 Ebcample of a BAO satisfying Corollary 5.5. 
* 0 a b 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 a b 1 
b 0 1 b 1 
1 0 1 b 1 
homomorphic image of S"*" will be complete and atomic. For the sake of simplicity in the rest of 
this discussion, if x € 5, we let {x}/6 G S"^/0 be represented by x/d. The atoms of S'^/6 are just 
{x/9 : X S S and x not 0-congruent to 0}. To see this, we first show that if x S S, then either 
x/O = 0/0 or x/0 is an atom of /9. (This portion of the proof does not require /6 to be complete 
or atomic). If x 0 0 there is nothing to show, so assume x is not 0-congruent to 0. Let >1/0 e S"*"/® so 
that A/O < x/9 and AI9 ^ %I9. Then: 
A I 9 l \ x l 9 -  A I 9  (5.12) 
{ A r \ x ) / 9  =  A I 9  by the definition of A in S"^/0. (5.13) 
Now, if X ^ A, then A D x  = 0, so by (5.13), <ll/9 = A/9, contradicting our hypothesis. Hence, x G A, 
which means 
{Anx)/9 = x/9 (5.14) 
^ A/9A X /9 = X /9 (5.15) 
=> x/0 < A/9. (5.16) 
Therefore, x / 9  =  A / 9 .  Hence, for all x S 5, ifx is not 0-congruent to 0, then x/0 is an atom of 
S+/0. 
Now, let A / 9  be an atom of / 9 .  Let a € /I which is not 0-congruent to 0. (Such an a must exist 
since A/9 = VieA S'*'/9 is complete and atomic. If x 0 0 for all x S A, then VxeA ~ 
= 0/0.) Using the argument in the previous paragraph, a / 9  is an atom of S"^/0 and a / 9  =  
( a  n  A ) / 9  =  a / 9  A  A / 9 .  H e n c e  a / 9  <  A / 9 .  B u t  A / 9  i s  a n  a t o m  ( a n d  a / 9  ^  0 / 0 )  s o  A / 9  <  a / 9 .  
Therefore, A/9 = a/9. It follows that every atom can be written in the form x/0. One more thing 
to note: If a and b are distinct elements of S and (a} 0 {6}, then {a} 9 0 and {6} 0 0. Proof: By 
hypothesis, {o} 9 {6}. Since 0 is a congruence, {6} 0 {6}. Congruences preserve all basic operations, so 
({a} n (6}) 9 ({6} n {b}). But a and b are distinct elements of S, so {a} D {6} = 0. Therefore, 0 0 {&}. 
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Similarly, we can show that 0 0 {a}. Lastly, recall that if /i is au isomorphism between complete and 
atomic BAOs A and B, then atoms of A map onto atoms of B (and conversely). 
We continue now with a theorem useful in representation problems. 
Theorem 5.6 Let B be a complete and atomic BAO of cardinality four or greater, so B has at least 
two distinct atoms. Suppose there exist atoms x and y (not necessarily distinct) so thatx*y = 1. Then 
B $ H(S+). 
Proof: Suppose a semigroup S = (S, •) and congruence 6 exist so that h : B = S'^/6. Since B is 
complete and atomic, so is Let a and b be distinct atoms of B. As was stated in the com­
ments preceding this theorem, atoms of B map to atoms of S"*"/0, eind atoms of S"*"/9 are of the form 
xf9,x 6 S. Hence, h{a) = ri/d and h{b) = rz/O for distinct elements ri and r2 of S. Furthermore, 
neither vi nor r2 is congruent to 0. Recall that h{l) = S/6. Let A be any subset of S satisfying A 0 0. 
Then ri ^ A and r2 ^ A. (Suppose ri G A £md A 6^. Since ri 9 rj and congruences preserve all basic 
operations, if follows that A U rj 0 0 Uri. Hence A6 ri. By the transitivity of 6, we have ri 0 0, which 
is a contradiction. Similarly, r2 ^ A.) The complementation operation is preserved by congruences and 
A 0 0, so it follows that A' 6 S. Because ri and r2 are not elements of any set A which is 0—congruent 
to 0, ri and r2 are elements of every set A' which is 0—congruent to S. In other words, every set 
congruent to S must contain both ri and r^. Therefore, the cardinality of every set congruent to S 
must be at least two. Now, let x and y be the (not necessarily distinct) atoms of B satisfying x * y = 1. 
Let h{x) = ri/0, h{y) = ry/0 and rx -ry = r^y Since x * j/ = 1, it follows that h{x *y) = h{l), which 
implies h{x) * h{y) = h{l). Therefore, rx/9 * ryl9 = S/9. But rx/9 * ry/9 = {rx • Ty)/9 = rxyl9. So 
{rxy} is a set of cardinality one which is congruent to S, contradicting the fact that every set congruent 
to S must have cardinality of two or more. Consequently, no semigroup S and congruence 9 exist with 
the property that B = S'^/6. Hence, B ^ • 
Integrality 
A BAO A is said to be integral if, for all x,y 6 A ,  
x * y  =  0 = > x  =  Q o r y  =  0 .  
Let S = (5,-) be any semigroup and S"*" = (P(5),U,n,',0,S,*) its complex algebra. Then S"*" is 
integral, since if X and Y are subsets of S and A" 0, Y then X *Y 7^ 0. (This is due to the fact 
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that in a semigroup, for all x  and y  £  S , x - y  exists). 
Let A be a subalgebra of S"^. Then / ; A —> S"*" defined by /(a) = a is a monomorphism. Suppose 
a*b = 0, but a ^ 0 and 6^0. Since / is a monomorphism, /(a*6) = 0, but f{a) ^ 0 and f{b) ^ 0. 
However, /(a *b) = f{a) * /(6), which implies /(a) * /(6) = 0. Since /(o) ^ 0 and f{b) ^ 0, this 
contradicts the integrality of S"^. We have shown: 
Proposition 5.7 Subalgebras of complex algebras of semigroups are integral. Restated, if A and 
there exist elements x and y in A so that x ^ 0 and y but x * y = 0, then A ^ 
Direct products and homomorphic images of semigroups need not be integral; as an example, consider 
the BAO E in Table 5.1. 
The motivation behind the development of the last Theorem and Proposition came out of at­
tempts to represent the four element BAOs in 21 as elements of HSV{S'^) = 'HS{S'^). One partic­
ular example to which both the Theorem and Proposition apply follows. Consider the BAO B = 
({0,a,6,l} , V, A,' ,0,1,*) with atoms a and b. Let the Cayley table for the operation be defined 
as in Table 5.4. It is easy to see that the operation is normal, additive and associative, so 
Table 5.4 Ebcample BAO B 
* 0 a b 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 
b 0 0 1 I 
1 0 0 1 L 
B e 21. Notice that B ^ W(S'^) by Theorem 5.6 since there is an atom b satisfying b * b = 1. Also, 
B ^ 5(8''') by Proposition 5.7 since B is not integral (for example, a * a = 0). If we could show 
that B ^ S7{{S'*'), then 7iSV{S'*') 21. Observe that in order for B to be in there must 
exist a semigroup S, a congruence 9 (with corresponding congruence ideal Ig), and a subalgebra A of 
S'^/6 so that B = A < S'^/0. Let us first consider the case in which S is finite. Then all congruence 
ideals are principal. Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that S = ({si,--- ,«„}, •), 
and that 1$ is the congruence ideal on S"'" generated by {si, • • • , Sfc}, where k is strictly less than n. If 
A = {A, V, A,', 0,1, *) is a subalgebra of S^/6 which is isomorphic to B, then A is complete and atomic 
with cardinality four. Let A = {0/0, X/9, Y 19,310} for some subsets X and Y of S. In order for A to 
be isomorphic to B, we need the Cayley table of to be: 
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0/0 X j Q  Y j Q  S j Q  
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 
A:/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 
r/0 0/0 0/0 5/0 S/0 
5/0 0/0 0/0 5/0 5/0 
Let Ai be the generator of the ideal Iq (Ai = {si,- - ,Sfc}). Recall that if Iq =(i4i], then for all 
Z Q S,Z 9 ^ <=> Z QAi- Hence the above table induces the following relationships between subsets 
X, Y, and Ai of S: 
X * X  C A i  (5.17) 
X * Y  C A i  (5.18) 
Y * X  C A i  (5.19) 
Y * Y  D  (>li)'. (5.20) 
We can also assume that Ai C X. For the proof, note that 
A Q % 
=>(AUX) 0 (0UA')  
=> (>1 U X) 0 X. 
Hence we can replace X with AU X and remain in the same congruence class. Proper containment 
f o l l o w s  f r o m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  A i / 0  =  % / Q  ^  X j Q .  A s  w a s  n o t e d  e a r l i e r ,  i 4 i  0  0  i m p l i e s  ( > l . i ) '  9  S .  
Since Ai is properly contained in X, there exists an i £ X with x e (>ii)'- These observations 
motivate the conditions in the next Lemma, with a small change: the last condition (5.24) means that 
{X*X)n{Y*Y) = 0, but (F * r) n X # 0 and (K * F) D K ^ 0. 
Lemma 5.8 Let S be a set with one binary operation,'*', and assume that S = X ^ Y for disjoint 
s u b s e t s  X  a n d  Y .  L e t  A i  b e  a  p r o p e r  s u b s e t  o f  X ,  x  G  X  —  A i ,  a n d  y  £ Y .  
Suppose X, Y, and Ai satisfy the following relationships: 
X * X  C Ai (5.21) 
X * Y  C Ai (5.22) 
YirX C Ai (5.23) 
Y * Y  D { x , y }  a n d Y - k Y  < Z { A y , ) ' .  (5.24) 
Then S cannot be associative. 
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Proof: Case 1: 
Suppose S is associative and there exists an a S K so that a - k a  =  x .  Then for all y € K, 
{ a - k a ) * y  =  x * y  ^  A i -
Hence, a*(a*^) € Aj by associativity. Therefore, for & ) l y  £ Y ,  a - * r y  €  X .  (If a*y £ Y, then a*(a*y) € 
Y ^ Y C { A x ) ' ) .  
Let 1/1,1/2 t)e arbitrary elements of Y. Let a*yi = Xi. (By the previous paragraph, a*yi £ X . )  
Then (a*!/i) *1/2 = *1/2 € i4i. Hence, a*{yi *1/2) 6 XicY C Ai- Therefore, for the same reason as 
in the previous paragraph, yi*y2 € X. Hence Y irY C X. This contradicts the last condition of the 
hypothesis, that Y *Y D {x,i/}. 
General case: 
Let yi,y2 € V so that yi *1/2 = Asstime yi ^ 1/2 (otherwise we have Case L). 
Then: 
(2/1 *2/2) *2/2 = 2:* y2 e Ai 
=>yi *(2/2*^2) G Ai 
=>2/2*2/2 G X. 
The reason for the last line is the same as in Case 1. The problem has been reduced to the first case. 
• 
Therefore, S cannot be associative under the conditions stated in the Lemma. 
The Lemma says that it is not possible to have a set S composed of two disjoint sets X and Y so 
that the multiplications X * X,X *Y, and Y *X are properly contained in X, while Y *Y contains all 
other elements of 5, and still retain associativity. 
This Lemma is not very important in its own right; however, it helped cut down on the number 
of cases required for a computer search which was implemented to find sets X and Y satisfying the 
conditions of (5.17) - (5.20). 
A representation was eventually found by a computer search for the algebra B = ({0, a, 6,1}, A, V,', 0,1, *) 
from Table 5.4. Consider the semigroup S = ({0,1,2,3,4}, ) with multiplication defined by: 
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* 0 1 2 3 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 3 3 
4 0 0 0 2 4 
Let 9 be the congruence on S"*" generated by ((0, (0, l})}. Then the four element subalgebra of 
with elements {0/0, {2}/0, {3,4}/0,5/0} is the BAO with Cayley table 
* / e  ^19 {2}/0 {3,4}/0 s/e 
0/fl fbl9 0/0 'hie 0/0 
{ 2 } / 0  % / B  0/0 0/0 0/0 
{3.4}/0 0/0 0/0 s / e  s / e  
s / e  0/0 0/0 s / e  s / e  
which is isomorphic to B. Therefore, B G 
Representable Algebras 
The class of algebras SV{S'^) is called the class of semigroup-representable BAOs. We say that a 
BAO B with one binary operator is representable if B 6 Note that this concept is different 
than the notion of representation in the previous section. There, homomorphic images were allowed. 
It is always of interest to determine if a variety of BAOs generated by a class K is equal to the 
class of representable algebras, ^^(K). For Boolean algebras with no additional operators, the two 
classes are equal. This is due to the fact that there is only one subdirectly irreducible Boolean algebra, 
which is the two element Boolean algebra. Let 2 denote this algebra. Hence, by BirkhofF's Subdirect 
Irreducibility Theorem, SP{2) C HSV(2) = Ps(2) C SP{2). However, for Boolean algebras with 
additional operators the answer generally is no. 
Theorem 5.9 5P(S+) ^ HSViE-^). 
Proof: Consider the four element BAO B = ({0, a, b, I}, V, A,' ,0,1, *) with multiplication defined by 
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• 0 a b L 
0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 
b 0 a b 1 
1 0 a b 1 
This algebra is normal, associative, and additive with respect to the operation, so it is in 21. It is 
also in It is isomorphic to the BAO S'*'/9 where S = ({si,s2i53,34}, ) is the semigroup 
with multiplication defined by 
Si 32 S3 34 
SI Si Si Si SI 
S2 32 32 S2 32 
S3 Si Si SI Si 
34 Si 32 S3 34 
and 6 is the congruence generated by {(0, {si.sa})}. The table for /6 is: 
*10 % / B  {53}/0 {s4}/0 {S3,S4}/0 
^le 0/0 0/0 0/0 <hl6 
M / e  0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 
{ S 4 } / 9  0/0 {s3}/0 {s4}/0 {s3,S4}/0 
{ S 3 , S 4 } / 6  0/0 {s3}/0 N}/0 {s3,S4}/0 
Hence, B S S+/0. 
On the other hand, note that B is subdirectly irreducible. The monolith is the congruence ideal 
generated by the element a (or equivalently, the congruence generated by {(0,a)}). 
Suppose B € SP{S'^). Then there exists a family of complex algebras (Aj :i £ I) so that 
/i: B S C < ]][ Ai. 
16/  
In other words, the mapping h : B Htg/ A^ is a monomorphism. Let pj : Hie/ '-'i® 
projection of nig/ 0°''° Then pj o h  : 3  Aj maps B  into Aj.  The image of B under pj o h  i s  
a subalgebra of Aj, and is therefore in SP{S'^). This means we may assume that pj o h maps B onto 
each of the A'jS, by replacing Aj with its image under pj oh if needed. 
Therefore, /i:B<—•njc/A-i isa one-to-one map that is surjective with respect to each component. 
Since B is subdirectly irreducible, B must be isomorphic to one of the A^s. Let it be A^. Recall Afc 
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is either the complex algebra of a semigroup or the subalgebra of a complex algebra of a semigroup. 
Hence Afc is integral. However, B is clearly not integral (for example a • a = 0), contradicting the 
isomorphism between Afc and B. Therefore,  B  ^  SP{S'^).  It  follows that  SP{S'^) ^  HS'P{S'^).  •  
Quasivarieties 
A quasivariety is a class of algebras closed under the formation of subedgebras, products, and ultra-
products. There is a structure theorem for quasivarieties similar to the HSP Theorem for varieties. A 
class of algebras K is a quasivariety if and only if K = SPVu{K). Since Vu(K.) C HP(K), the qua­
sivariety generated by K is contained in the variety generated by K. And just as varieties are classes 
of algebras that preserve a set of identities, or equations, quasivarieties preserve quasi-identities. These 
are formulas of the form 
(Pi = <7i) A (p2 = 72) A • • • (p„ = ?„) =!> (p = q ) ,  
where p i , q i , p ,  and q  are terms in the language of a class of algebras K. 
Another interesting question is whether or not the quasivariety generated by a class of algebras K 
is equal to the variety generated by K. Again, for Boolean algebras with no additional operators, the 
answer is yes. (Proof: Recall from the previous section that the variety of BAs is SP{2). Note that 
< S P ^ u ( 2 )  C  • H S V i 2 )  =  S V i 2 )  C  S W u i 2 ) . )  
The last theorem of this chapter shows that for an arbitrary class of BAOs K, the quasivariety 
generated by K and the variety generated by K are not equal. 
Theorem 5.10 57^„(S+) # W5P(S+). 
Proof: The same example that was used to show the class of representable complex algebras of 
semigroups is not equal to the variety generated by complex algebras of semigroups will be used here; 
however, we will employ a different technique for this proof. As was stated earlier, quasivarieties preserve 
quasi-identities. This means that given a quasi-identity 
T •= i iP l  = 91) A (P2 = 92) A • - • A (p„ = =;• (p = g)) 
which is satisfied by a class of algebras K, that r is satisfied by 7',j(K), P(K), and 5(K). Hence r 
holds in the quasivariety generated by K. 
Consider the quasi-identity a: 
X • X = 0 X = 0. 
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Note that a is satisfied by S"*", since this is just a special case of integrality. (The sentence x • y = 0 => 
I = 0 or y = 0 represents integrality. However, this sentence is not a quasi-identity.) Hence, every 
algebra in SWui^'*') must satisfy <7. 
Now recall that in the BAO B used in the proof of Theorem 5.9, a * a = 0 but a ^ 0. Hence, B ^ 
SPVui^"^)- However, as was shown previoiisly, B E Therefore, SPVui^"^) ^ W5P(S~). • 
One last comment: we could have obtained Theorem 5.9 as a corollary to Theorem 5.10, since SP{S'^) C 
SVVui^'^)-  Therefore,  if  then it  is  certainly true that  SV{S'^) C HSP{S'^).  
However, we felt it might be useful to present more than one technique for solving these types of 
problems. 
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CHAPTER 6 THE STRUCTURE OF THE LATTICE OF 
SUBVARIETIES OF HSV(S+).  
This chapter focuses on the subvarieties of 'HSP{E'^). Several results are presented on the lattice 
of subvcirieties of 'HSP{S'^); most notable is the theorem proving there are precisely two atoms in the 
lattice of subvarieties. Next we give two infinite chains of subvarieties of TiSV{S'^). The first element 
of the first chain is a cover of the variety generated by G; the first element of the second chain is a cover 
of the variety generated by E. Finally, there is a short disciission on splitting algebras and conjugate 
varieties, along with equations defining a few important subvarieties of HSV{S'^). 
Atoms of the Lattice of Subvarieties of HSV{S^).  
In Chapter 5 we introduced the BAOs E and G, and proved that each is in 7{SV{S'^).  E^ch of 
these algebras has cardinaUty two; therefore, each is necessarily simple. Let V(E) Eind V(G) be the 
varieties generated by E and G respectively. By Jonsson's Lemma, we know that the subdirectly 
irreducible algebras in V(E) and V(G) eire contained in HS{'E) and HS{G) respectively. Recall that 
if A"^ = (>l, V, A,',0,1, *} S HSP{S'^), every subalgebra of A must contain the elements 0 and 1. 
Therefore, E and G cannot have ciny proper subalgebras. The only possible homomorphic image of E 
or G is the (trivial) one element algebra. Let T denote the trivial algebra. Hence, H5(E) = {T, E} and 
TiS{G) = {T, G}. Since (by Birkhoff's Subdirect Irreducibility Theorem) the subdirectly irreducible 
elements of a variety determine the variety, it follows that the varieties V(E) and V(G) are covers of 
V(T) (which contains only the algebra T). It will be shown in the next theorem that V(E) and V(G) 
are the only covers of V(T). We wiU actually prove something a bit more general. We noted in Chapter 
5 that if D is the class of groupoids (that is, sets with one binary operation), then HSV{3'*') is the class 
of BAOs with one normal binary operator. We do not assume that algebras in ID''' are associative with 
respect to the operator. The BAOs E and G are in and, due to the normality constraint, 
they are the only two element BAOs in 'HSP{B'^). Even though E and G are associative, this is not a 
requirement in HSP{B~). We will prove that even in 'HSP{3'^), V(E) and V(G) are the only covers 
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of V(T). The proof relies on Magari's Theorem, which we state here. A proof of Magari's Theorem can 
be found in [5], page 68. 
Theorem 6.1 (Magari's Theorem.) Every non-trivial variety V contains a non-trivial simple alge­
bra. 
Lemma 6.2 Let A =  { A , V , A , ' , 0 ,  1,*) be a BAO with one normal binary operator, (Note that 
need not be associative). Suppose A is simple. Then 1*1 = 1 or 1*1 = 0. 
Proof: Suppose 1*1 = 6. 
Claim: (6| is a congruence ideal. 
Proof (Claim): Let / = (6]. I is a principal Boolean ideal of A. Hence by Lemma 2.3, to show that I is 
a congruence ideal of A we must show that for all x S /, we have x*l£ I and 1 * i e /. 
Suppose X £ I. Then x < 6 by the definition of a principal ideal. By the monotonicity of '*', it 
follows that x*l< 1*1 = 6. Similarly, l*x<l*l = 6. Therefore, 1 * i s / and x * 1 S /, which 
implies that I is a congruence ideal. •(CZmm). 
Recall there is a one-to-one correspondence between congruence ideals and congruences on A. Since A 
is simple, there can be only two distinct congruences. These are: 
i. 0^ = : a 6 -A} (called the diagonal), and 
ii. 1^ = {(o, 6) : a, 6 6 A} = A x A. 
The diagonal corresponds to the congruence ideal generated by the smallest element of A, that is, 
0^. This ideal is just the set containing 0. And Ay. A corresponds to the congruence ideal generated 
by the largest element of A, that is, 1^. This ideal contains all of A. Since A is simple, the congruence 
ideal (6] = (0] or (6] = A. Hence, 6 = 0 or 6 = 1. Consequently, 1*1 = 0 or 1*1=1. • 
Corollary 6.3 Let A"*" = (A, V,A,' ,0,1,*) S 21 such that the cardinality of A is greater than 2 and A 
is simple. Then 1*1 = 0 or 1*1 = 1. 
Proof: The statement follows immediately from the Lemma, since every algebra in 21 is a BAO with 
one normal, binary, associative operator. • 
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Theorem 6.4 Every nontrivial subvariety of HSP{1!]I'^) contains V{E) orV(G). 
Proof: Let V be a nontrivial subvariety of 'HSP{S'^). Then by Magari's Theorem, V must contain a 
nontrivial simple algebra. Let A"*" = {A, V, A,' ,0,1, *) be this algebra. By Corollary 6.3, 1 * 1 = 0 or 
1 * I = L Therefore, B = ({0,1}, V, A,' ,0,1,*) is a two element subalgebra of A. Since B is normal, 
we obtain 1*0=0, 0*1=0, and 0*0= 1. Recall the algebreis E and G, whose Cayley tables are 
given in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. If 1 * I = 0, then BSE. If 1 * I = 1, then B = G. Hence either: 
E 6 5(A) C H S V { A )  C V or 
G € 5(A) C nSV{A) C V. 
It follows immediately from the Theorem that there are exactly two atoms in the lattice of subvari-
e t i e s  o f  ' H S P { B ' ^ ) .  T h e y  a r e  H S V { E i )  a n d  7 i S P { G ) .  
An identical result holds for HSV{S'^).  
Corollary 6.5 Every nontrivial subvariety of contains V{E) orV(G). 
Notice that the proof of the Lemma above relies only on the monotonicity of the '*' operator and 
the correspondence between congruence ideals and congruences. Because we have a closure operator 
for the variety TiSViS'^), this result can be sharpened. 
Corollary 6.6 Let A € HSP(S'^). Suppose the cardinality of A is greater than 2 and A is simple. 
Then 1*1=1. Therefore, G € 5(A). 
Proof: Let x € A, and assume that x and x ^ 1. Since the cardinality of A is greater than 2, such 
an X (and its complement) must exist. Recall that the congruence ideal generated by z is (c(x)], where: 
c(a:) = X V 1 * X Vx * 1 V 1 * X * 1. (6.1) 
Since x ^ 0, it must be true that x > 0. Therefore, c(x) > 0. Using the fact that A is simple, we 
obtain c(x) = 1. 
Let x' be the complement of x in A. Note that if x V y = 1, then y > x'. To see this, observe that 
x V y = l  = >  ( x V i / ) A i ' = l A x '  
=> (x A x') V (y A x') = x' 
=> (y Ax') = x' 
= >  y > x ' .  
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Letting l» i V x * l V l * x *lin (6.1) take the place of y, it follows that 
L * x V x * l V l *i* l >i'. (6.2) 
Similarly, c(x') = 1, so by exchanging the roles of x and x' in we obtain 
L *i' V x ' * l V l *i'»I>x. (6.3) 
Observe that by the monotonicity of the operator, 
l * l >  l * x ' V x ' * l V l * x ' * l  
a n d  1 * I >  l * x V x * l V l » x * l .  
By (6.2) and (6.3), 
l * l > x V x '  =  l .  
Hence, if the cardinality of A if greater than 2 and A is simple, 1*1 = 1. As a consequence, G is a 
subalgebra of A. • 
It follows immediately from the Lemma that V(G) C V(A). 
We turned out attention next to the varieties at height 2 in the lattice of subvarieties. We anticipated 
that all covers of "HSV^E) and HSViG) would be found in the varieties generated by the 4 element 
BAOs. However, several varieties generated by 8 element and 16 element BAOs turned out to be covers 
as well. (See Appendix B for a listing of known covers). The list of covers in Appendix B is not 
complete. After finding several varieties generated by algebras of cardinalities 8 and 16 that covered 
HSVCE) and HSV{G), we began looking for covers in the varieties generated by 32 element (or larger) 
BAOs. However, to date none have been found. The search for possible 32 element generators of covers 
of HSP{E) and HSP{G) provided the motivation for the next theorem. 
Theorem 6.7 Let S = (5,-) be a finite commutative semigroup, S"^ its complex algebra, and A"*" = 
a subdirectly irreducible homomorphic image o/S""". Then V(A''') cannot be a cover o/V(G) if 
the cardinality of A"*" is greater than or equal to 8. 
Proof: The proof is done in three cases. In each case a four element subdirectly irreducible subalgebra 
B"^ of A"^ is constructed, with the property that G is a subalgebra of By Jonsson's Lemma, the 
subdirectly irreducible elements of any congruence distributive variety generated by a finite algebra 
K are contained in HS^K). As a consequence, if L is a subdirectly irreducible algebra in V(K), the 
cardinality of L must be less than or equal to the cardinality of K. This means that for the algebras 
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A"^ and B"*" defined above, it is not possible that A"^ € In other words, the following relations 
hold: 
We are now ready to list the three necessary cases for the proof of the theorem: 
Case 1. A"*" is simple. 
Case 2. There is only one proper, nontrivial homomorphic image of A"^, and it is isomorphic to G. In 
other words, is the set of algebras isomorphic to {G, T, A"*"}. 
Case 3. The only proper, nontrivial subdirectly irreducible homomorphic image of A"^ is isomorphic to 
To see that these are the only cases we need to consider, suppose that there exists another nontrivial 
subdirectly irreducible algebra B € where B 7^ G and B A^. By Theorem 6.4, either 
V(G) C V(B) or V(E) C V(B), or possibly both. If V(G) C V(B) and G ^ B we are done, since 
it would then follow that V(G) C V(B) C V(A''"). In other words, V(A'*") is not a cover of V(G). 
So assume that V(E) C V(B). Then V(E) C V(B) C V(A+) and V(G) C V(A+) which implies 
that V(G, E) C V(A'^). (Note that A"^ ^ V(G, E) since the cardinality of is greater than the 
cardinalities of both E and G.) It follows that 
Hence, we have again shown that V(A''") does not cover V(G). 
We now proceed with the proof of Case 1: 
We assume that A"^ = S'^/6 is simple, and that G G 7{S{A'^). Let A"^ = V, A,',0,1, *}. 
The congruence extension property of T-iSP{S'^) tells us that every subalgebra of A"*" is also simple. 
Hence, HS{A'*') = 5(A''"), so G is actually a subalgebra of A"*". It is important to recall that A~ is a 
homomorphic image of the finite BAO S"*". Hence, A"^ is finite, and is therefore complete and atomic. 
Since A"*" is a homomorphic image of a finite BAO, there is a complete surjective homomorphism 
/ : S"*" —• A"^ with kernel 6 between the complete and atomic BAOs S"*" and A"*". As was stated in 
the observations preceding Theorem 5.6, elements of A"*" are of the form R/9, where R is any subset of 
S. In particular, atoms of A"^ are of the form {x}/9 for any element x in 5 which is not 0—congruent 
to the empty set. Let A = {i € S : x is not congruent to 0}. 
Since A"^ is atomic, every element is the join of the atoms below it. In particulsu'. 
V(G) C  V(B+) C  V(A+). 
G. 
V(G) C  V(G, E) C  V(A+). 
(6.4) 
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It follows that every set which is 0—congruent to S must contain A, since it must contain all the atoms 
of A"^. Using the duality between complete and atomic BAOs and relational structures, this means 
there is an injective mapping 
/:(A+)+—.(S+U. 
Recall that (3"'')+ = S. Hence the image of (A"'')+ under / is an inner substructure of S, which is 
precisely the set A defined above. We will show that A is a subgroup of S. From there, we will use 
Lemma 3.9 to show that A has a two element bounded morphic image, B. Consequently, B"*" is a four 
element subdirectly irreducible subalgebra of A"*". Furthermore, B"'" will have G as a subalgebra. 
We first observe that since G is a subalgebra of A"*", the identity 1*1 = 1 holds in A"^. We showed 
earlier that 1"^^ = 3/6 = A/6. Hence, the identity is equivalent to the condition that 
A / 6  *  A / 6  =  A / 6 .  
Since every set which is 0—congruent to S must contain A (by equation (6.4)), it follows that A C A* A. 
The set i4 is an inner substructure of a semigroup, so it is a partial semigroup. Let a £ A that 
satisfies {a* A) r\ A (Since A C A* A, such an a must exist). Since A is commutative, a * /I is 
a partial ideal of A — that is, if y S a * and y * x Q A, then y * x E a* A. We wish to show that 
a* A = A. Suppose that a* A A. Then the complement of a * is a nonempty inner substructure of 
A by Theorem 3.13 and the comments directly following it. Applying the duality, A"^ has a nontrivial 
homomorphic image. This contradicts the fact that A"*" is simple. Therefore, a* A = A. Since A is 
finite, the statement a * = A means that there is a one-to-one mapping from A onto itself, given by: 
for all X e i4, X a * x. 
Hence, for each x  £  A ,  there exists an element y  £  A s o  that x  =  a *  y .  Since A  is commutative, we 
also have that x = y * a. Therefore, for all y € A we know {y * A) A ^ Applying the argument 
used above concerning the inner substructures of A to an arbitrary element y 6 i4, we arrive at the 
conclusion that 
y  £  A ,  y * A  =  A .  
It follows that 
A * A = \ J { y * A )  =  A .  
Hence, A is actually a subsemigroup of S. Its complex algebra. A"*", is simple by hypothesis. By 
Theorem 4.0.3, A is a group. Let e represent the identity element of the group. 
Claim : The following relationships hold in the group A: 
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i. { { A - { e } ) * i A - { e } ) ) = A .  
ii. ((A-{e})*{e}) =A-{e}. 
iii. ({e}.(yl-{e}))=A-{e}. 
iv. ({e} * {e}) = {e}. 
The proofs of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are trivial in a group. To see that (i) is true, let ai and 02 be nonequal 
non-identity elements of A. Recall ai*A = A. Since oi * e = Oi, we note that Oi * (i4 — {e}) = i4 — {ai}. 
Hence, 02 € ai * (A — {e}). Similarly, we can show that ai € 02 * (i4 — {e}). Therefore, 
A  = a x * { A  — {e}) U a 2 * { A ~  {e}) C { A ~  {e}) * { A  —  {e}). 
Containment in the other direction was shown earlier. Therefore, (i) holds. •(CZaim). 
Consider now the function k defined on the set A to & set B = {61,62} by: 
A ~ { e } i — •  6 :  
{e} • 62-
Define also a relation TZb on B by: TZg = {{k{x), k{y),k{z)) : x,y, z £ A and x * y  =  z } .  
If we let a = ker k  =  { { x , y )  ;  k { x )  = A:(y)}, then A / a  has two distinct equivalence classes. They 
are {A — {e\)[a and {e}/a. Then by (i) - (iv) above, we obtain the following results: 
i. (i4 — {e}) * (>i — {e})/a =  A / a - = { A  —  { e } ) / a  U {e}/Q. 
u. { { A  -  {e}) * {e})/a = (A - {e})/Q. 
iii. ({e} * ( A -  { e } ) ) / a  =  { A -  {e})/Q. 
iv. ({e} * {e})/Q = {e}/a. 
From these relationships we see that the multipUcation of any pair of equivalence classes is the 
union of equivalence classes. By Lemma 3.9, A: is a bounded morphism from A onto B. Hence, B"*" 
is (isomorphic to) a subalgebra of A"*". It is easy to check that B"^ is simple; hence, it is subdirectly 
irreducible (see Table 6.1). Furthermore, since B*B = B,hy Proposition 3.5, B has the one element 
semigroup as a bounded morphic image. The complex algebra of the one element semigroup is G, so 
G is (isomorphic to) a subalgebra of B"*". Therefore, G S V(B'^) and B"*" S V(A'^). Restating these 
containments produces 
V(G) C V(B") C V(A^). 
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Table 6.1 The semigroup firom Case 1 of Theorem 6.7 
* 0 {b i }  {62} {61,62} 
0 0 0 0 0 
{b i }  0 {61,62} {61} {61,62} 
{62} 0 {61} {62} {61,62} 
{61,62} 0 {61,62} {61,62} {61,62} 
It follows that V(A'^) is not a cover of V(G). • Case 1. 
Case 2: 
Suppose A"*" = S'^/0 and the only proper homomorphic image of A"^ is G. Let be the set 
of atoms of A"^. As in Case 1, let A = {x G S : x is not congruent to 0}. Then A is a subset of S, 
( A " ^ ) +  =  { x / 6  :  X  €  A } ,  a n d  A  =  
The duality induces the following relationships: 
i. A"*" is a homomorphic image of S"^, so A is an inner substructure of S and A' is an ideal of S. 
ii. G is a homomorphic image of A"*" and, therefore, of S"*". Hence G^. is a (one element) inner 
substructure of A and of S. Let {^} = Q+. The complement of G+. with respect to A is A — {g} 
and the complement of G+ with respect to S is S — {5}. It follows that S — {5} is an ideal of S 
and .4 — {5} is a partial ideal of A. 
Note that G+ is (isomorphic to) the set of atoms of G = ({0,1}, V, A,' ,0,1,*). The only atom of 
G is the element 1, so we are identifying the element I of G with the element g of G+. Recall that 
1 * 1 = 1 in G. Therefore, g*g = g. Let Gi denote the complement of {5}. Since Gi is an ideal of S, 
it follows that S *Gi C Gi. In particular, there Eire no elements x and y in 5 and Gj respectively so 
that x*y = g. Finally, we state that g*Gi C Gi (again, since Gi is an ideal of S). 
As in the proof of Case 1, we wish to find a four element subdirectly irreducible subalgebra B"*" of 
A"*" which has G as a homomorphic image or subalgebra. Equivalently, we want to show that there 
exists an algebra B which is a two element bounded morphic image of A and that B itself has a one 
element bounded morphic image. 
Let B = {l>i,b2}. Define a mapping k : A —• B as follows: 
A - {5} I—• bi 
{ff} '—• h 
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Define B to be the ternary structure with relation "Rb = {k{x),k{y), k{z)) :x,y,z £ A and x * y  =  z } .  
As in Case 1, let a = ker fc = {{x,y) : fc(i) = A:(y)}. Then A/a has two elements which can 
be represented by [A — {ff})/Q: and To apply Lemma 3.9, we must show that the following 
multiplications are unions of equivalence classes: 
i. { A  -  { g } ) / a * { A - [ g } l a )  
ii- - {5})/Q^ * M/a 
iii. { g } l a * { g } l a .  
Technically, we must also show that { g } / a  *  (A —  { g } ) / a  is a union of equivalence classes, but since A 
is commutative, this is taken care of by (ii). We will show these items in reverse order. Since g* g = g, 
(iii) is obvious. To see the other two, consider g* S. We observed earlier that g ^ {5} *(S— {5}), so in 
particular, g ^ {ff}*(A-{ff}). We also noted that g {S-{g})*{S-{g}),so g ^ (i4-{g})*(yl-{g}). 
Since S is commutative, {5} * S is an ideal of S, which implies that {{g} * S)' is an inner substructure 
of S. In fact, this is true for any element a£ A. 
Subclaim I: Let a£ A. Then ({a} * S)' n i4 is an inner substructure of A. 
Proof: Let ai * flj 6 ({a} * S)' n A. Then ai and 02 are in A since A is an inner substructure of 
S. Similarly, ai and 02 are in ({a} * S)' since ({a} * S)' is an inner substructure of S. Hence oi and 
02 are in the intersection of ({a} * S)' and A. It follows by the definition of inner substructure that 
({a} * S)' n /I is an inner substructure of A. • Subclaim 1. 
The only inner substructures of A are the emptyset. A, and {g}. Since ({ij} * S)' D .,4 is an inner 
substructure of A, exactly one of the following must hold: 
i. ({g}*5)'nA = 0. 
ii. ({g} * Sy n .4 = {g}. 
iii. ({ff} * sy r\A = A. 
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Because g S {g} • S, it follows that g 0 ({g} * S)', and therefore, that g ^ ({y} * S)' fl A. Hence (i) 
must be true. This leads to the following containments: 
({ff}^5) 'n>l  = 0 
=> /I c {^} * s 
=> AC{(7}*(>1'U>1) 
Recall that A' is an ideal of S, so {g} * /I' C A'. Therefore, A C {^} * A. Since the cardinaUty of {g}* A 
is less than or equal to the cardinality of A (and both sets are finite), we obtain A = } * i4. Combining 
t h i s  s t a t e m e n t  w i t h  t h e  e a r l i e r  s t a t e m e n t  t h a t  g  ^  { 5 } ) ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  { 5 } )  =  A ~ { g } .  
We have shown that (ii) is a union of equivalence classes. 
Finally, we wish to show that {A — {g}) * (A — {ff}) = (A — {5}). Let a be an arbitrary element of A. 
W e  k n o w  t h a t  A  =  { 5 }  *  A ;  t h e r e f o r e ,  g * a £  A .  L e t  a i  =  g * a .  B y  t h e  c o m m u t a t i v i t y  o f  A ,  a i  =  a *  g .  
Hence, a* A We follow an argument analogous to that used to prove 5» A C A. By Subclaim 1, 
({a} * 5)' n A is an inner substructure of A. Hence, we again have that exactly one of the following 
hold: 
i .  ({a}*S) 'nA = 0.  
ii. ({a}*5)'nA = {ff}. 
iii. ({a} * 5)'n A = A. 
Recall that if a ^ g, then g ^ {a} * S. Hence, g £ ({a} * S)'. Therefore, 
i. ({a}*S)'nA = {g} or, 
ii. ({a} * S)' n A = A. 
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Since ai = a *g ^ {a} * 5, we icnow ai ^ ({a} • 5)'. Therefore, ai ^ ({a} • 5)' fl .A. Consequently. 
({a} . sy n .4 = { g }  
=> ({a} * S)' C {5} U A' (union A' with each side) 
=> ({5} U.4')'C {a} *S 
= >  A  -  { g )  C  { a } * S  
=> A - {5} C {a} » (.4' U A) 
=> -'I - {ff} C ({a} •/I') U ({a} * A). 
Again, because A' is an ideal, {a} * A' C .4'. We conclude that 
- {5} C {a} * .4. 
We wish to show that (.4 — {5}) • (/t — {</}) = (/I — {5}). Since 
{a} • .4 = ({a} * {i?}) U ({a} * (.4 - {j})), 
and we proved earlier that a * g  S  A ,  using a cardinality argument again we may conclude that there is 
at most one element of .4 — {g} that is not an element of {a} • (.4 — {5}). Suppose x is this element. 
Since jr S ({a} • .4) — ({a} * (/\ — {5})), we can assume that x = a* g. Furthermore, f a * c for any 
other c S .4. 
Let y 6 .4, where y ^ x and y ^ a. Such a y exists since the cardinality of .4 is greater than two. 
.Applying the argument used above on {a} • .4, we can conclude that 
- {5} C {(/} * .4. 
In particular, j: 6 .4 — {5}. Suppose x ^ {j/} * (.4 — {5}). Then x = y * g. But we showed previously 
that X = a *g. Recall that {j} • ^ 4 = A. Hence g *y = g*a U and only Ua = y. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore, 
x € { y } *  (.4 - { g } ) .  
We finally conclude that 
(A - {5}) * { A -  {5}) =  A  -  { g }  
from which it follows that 
(-'1 -  {j})/a *  { A  -  { g } ) / a  = (.4 - { g } ] / a .  
Therefore, (i) is the union of equivalence classes. 
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Hence, the mapping k is a bounded morphism from A onto B. Furthermore, the relation 7ve = 
{(61,6i, 61), (61,62,61), (62,61,61), (62,62,60)}. This is equal to the semigroup shown in Table 6.2. Hence 
{bi}*B = {bi}, proving that {61} is an ideal ofB. Therefore {62} is an inner substructure of B. Lastly, 
since 62 * 62 = 62, the comple.x algebra generated by {62} is isomorphic to G. 
Table 6.2 The bounded morphic image B 
* bi bn 
hi bi by 
62 bi bn 
Hence B"*" is subdirectly irreducible and has G as a subalgebra. It follows that 
V(G) C V(B+) C V(A+). 
Therefore, V{A''") is not a cover of V'(G). • Case 2. 
Case 3: 
Suppose A"^ = S'^/Q and the only proper, nontrivial subdirectly irreducible homomorphic image of A"*" 
is G, but other non-subdirectly irreducible homomorphic images exist. 
As in the previous cases, let be the atoms of A"^. Then 
= .4 = {x S 5": x is not congruent to 0}. 
Since A""" is subdirectly irreducible, there e.xists a minimum congruence a on A"*". Recall that in a 
finite lattice, every element is the meet of a set of meet-irreducible elements. Furthermore, if /i is a 
congruence defined on a set T, then /? is meet-irreducible if and only if T/p is subdirectly irreducible. 
In the context of the lattice of congruences, the meet of elements of the lattice is set intersection. Thus. 
n 
Q = Pi a.-, (6.0) 
i=l 
where each Q,- is a subdirectly irreducible congruence defined on A""". We can assume k > 2; otherwise 
the problem reduces to Case 2. 
Hence, for all 1.1 < « < k. A'^'/q,- = G. It follows that for each q,-, there exists a corresponding 
one element inner substructure {a, } of A. .\s was noted in Case 2, for each i .  I < J < k . U i  satisfies 
the condition that a, * ai = a,-. It follows from these comments and equation (6.5) that the congruence 
ideal corresponding to the congruence q is the congruence ideal I generated by 
k 
Pl( .4-{a.})  = .4-{ai .av.-  - .Ofc}.  
1=1 
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Hence I' = { a i , a 2 ,  • • •  , afc} is an inner substructure of A. Because / is the minimum ideed of A (since a 
is the minimum congruence of A"*"), we observe that I' is the largest inner substructure of A. To simplify 
notation, we will use L to denote I'. Let the cardinality of i4 be n, so = (oi, 02, • • • , Ofc, • • • ,(!„}. 
Then I = {flfc+i, • • • ,an} and L = {01,02, • - • .Ofc}. We continue to assume that for each i, L < i < fc,Oj 
satisfies the condition that o, * o, = 0^. Let B = {6fc, 6a:+i, • • • , 6n}- Define a mapping k : A —• B by 
Since & > 2, the cardinality of 5 is not equal to the cardinaUty of A. 
Let /3 be the kernel of k ,  and define a relation on B ,  denoted T Z b ,  by T Z b  =  { { k { x ) , k { y ) , k { z ) )  :  
x,y,z £ A,x*y = z}. We will show that B is a boimded morphic image of A. To show this, we must 
prove (as in the previous cases), that for each pair of equivalence classes a/^ and 6//? in A//3, that a//3 * 
bj^ = {x*y : X 0 a and y /? 6} is the union of (some of the) equivalence classes {ak+i/P, ••• , o„//3, L/^}. 
This will be proved if we can show that for each j and m where fc + 1 < j, m < n, 
i. Cj * o^ = oi for some I, k + I < I < n 
Therefore, (i) holds. 
For the proof of (ii), consider the (partial) ideal aj * A of A. Since aj is an element of the ideal I, 
(and I * A C I), it follows that aj * A C I = Op- Conversely, I is the minimum ideal of A, so 
I  C  a j *  A .  Therefore, a j * A  =  I .  In particulzir, since L is a subset o i  A ,  a j  *  A  C  I  =  Op. This 
proves (ii). 
Finally, L = (aj, 02, - • • , Ofc} where for each Oj, 1 < i < A:, * o, = Oj. Therefore, for all i, I <i < 
k, Ui * ai = ai £ L * L. Hence, L Q L* L. At this point, we cannot determine if the product of two 
distinct elements of L lies in L or in I. What we can deduce now is that 
bi if t > fc + 1 
k { a i )  =  I  (6.6) 
b k  i i i  < k  
ii. L * aj = Op 
iii. /^•I-CLudJ^^fc^jOp). 
To see that (i) holds, suppose Uj and are elements of I. Then 
aj * Om € I since I is an ideal 
=> aj * Om = o- i  for some I ,  k  +  l  <  I  < m .  
n 
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Therefore, (iii) has been proved. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.9, B is a bounded morphic image of A; or, by the duality, is (isomorphic 
to) a subalgebra of A"^. Observe that B has {6fe} as a bounded morphic image since bk * bk = bk, so 
the complex algebra generated by {6^} is isomorphic to G. Therefore, G is a subalgebra of B"*". Since 
{6fc+i, - •• ,6„} is the largest ideal of B, it follows that the congruence generated by (0, {6fc+i, - • ,6„}) 
is the minimum congruence on B"^. Hence B"*" is subdirectly irreducible. Therefore, 
V(G) C  V(B+) C  V(A). 
This completes the proof of Case 3 and the Theorem. • 
Theorem 6.8 There exists an infinite chain Si,z = 1,2,3,4,... of semigroups so that Sj" = G and for 
a l l  i ,  i > 2 ,  V ( S 7 " )  i s  a  c o v e r  o f V { S f _ ^ ) .  
Before proving the theorem, we state some definitions and propositions. Let S2 and S3 be the semigroups 
defined as in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4. 
Table 6.3 The semigroup S2 
0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
I 0 1 0 
2 2 2 2 
Table 6.4 The semigroup S3 
• 0 I 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 I 0 0 
2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 
CO 3 3 
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In general, if i > 2 then define Sj to be the semigroup (5i, •) where = {0,1,2, • • • , and for all 
a,b £ Si, we define a • b by: 
a if a ^ I 
a - b= i  0 if o = 1 and 6 ,1^ 1 (6.7) 
1 if a = 1 and 6=1. 
It is easy to check that Si is associative; if a ^ 1, then { a - b ) - c  =  a  —  a - { b - c ) .  The other two cases are: 
i. a = 1,6 ^ I 
ii. a = I,& = I. 
If (i) holds, then (I-6)-c = 0- c = 0 and I • (6 • c) = 1 • 6 = 0. If (ii) holds, so a = b = 1, check the cases 
c = 0 and c = I. We show next that has G as a homomorphic image and as a subalgebra, but has 
no other homomorphic images or subalgebras. 
Proposition 6.9 Let A"*" be a subalgebra o/S^, Then A"'" is the two element BAO with underlying 
set {0,52}. 
Proof: Let B be a subalgebra of Sj and suppose x £ B, where x ^  0 and x ^ Si. Because subalgebras 
are closed under all basic operations, including complementation, x' £ B. 
Claim: {1} € S. 
Proof: Either 1 € x or I € x'. Suppose 1 ^ x. Note that S^ Q B since B is a subalgebra of Sj. Let 
S2 € Si and s £ x. U S2 ^ 1, then S2 • s = S2- If S2 = I, since s ^ 1, we have 52 • s = 0 (refer to 
table 6.3). Hence S2*x = S2 — {l}. It follows (again, because B is a subalgebra) that S2 — {1} € B. 
Applying complementation, I £ B. Now suppose I G x. Then 1 ^ x'. Using the same argument we 
again arrive at the conclusion that {1} € 6. • Claim. 
Now, {1} * 52 = {0,1}, so {0,1} € B and {0,1}' = {2} € B. Consequently, (0,1} n {0,2} = {0} € B. 
Since B contains all the atoms of Sj, it follows that B = Sj. • 
Therefore, the only proper subalgebra of Sj is A"*" = ({0,52},V, A,',0,52,*). By Jonsson's Lemma, 
all subdirectly irreducible elements of are contained in W5(Sj). We have shown: 
S { S t )  =  { G , S t } .  
This implies that 
H S { S t )  =  { G , T , S ~ } .  
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(where T is the trivial algebra.) Hence 
V(G) C V(Sj) 
and since there are no other subdirectly irreducible elements of V(S^), V(S^) is a cover of V(G). 
Now we want to show that if i > 2, then V(S^) is covered by V(S^j). In order to show this, we 
must prove that: 
i. Sj*" S 7i5(SJ^i) (it is routine to verify that Sf is subdirectly irreducible) 
and 
ii. There does not exist a B € T i S { S ^ )  which is subdirectly irreducible and for which V(Sj'") C 
V(B) C V(StJ. 
Observe that the cardinality of is 2*"'"^. Since all Boolean algebras have cardinality 2^ for some 
integer j, the largest proper subalgebra of an algebra of cardinality 2'"'"^ must have cardinality at most 
2'"^^. Hence if we prove that is isomorphic to a subalgebra of then Sf must be a maximal 
subalgebra. 
Claim 1: The set {{0}, {1}, {2}, • • - ,{i + l,z + 2}} generates a proper subalgebra of Sj'^j which is 
isomorphic to Sf. 
Proof (Claim 1): Let B"*" be the subalgebra of generated by {{0}, {1}, {2}, • • • , + l,i' + 2}}. 
(That is, the subalgebra with atoms {0}, {1}, {2}, • • • , and {i + l,z + 2}.) We wish to show first that 
B"^ is a subalgebra of S^j. Relying once more on the duality between subalgebras of BAOs and 
bounded morphic images of relational structures, we show that B = {{0}, {1}, {2}, • • • , {i + 1, i + 2}} 
is a bounded morphic image of {{0}, {1}, {2}, • • • , {i + 1}, {z + 2}}, which is the set of atoms of 
Consider the mapping k : (5,^j)+ —>• B by; 
{0} - {0} 
{1} - {1} 
{2} - {2} 
{i + 1} I—• +1,1 + 2} 
{i+2} I—• {i  + l , i  + 2}. 
Let 6 be the kernel of this map. Note that the only elements which are 0—equivalent are {i + 1} and 
{i + 2}. By Lemma 3.9, we must show that for all 0-classes a/O and 6/0, it is true that a/6 * 6/0 is the 
union of equivalence classes. 
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Recall that a/0 * b / 6  =  { x  •  y  :  x  0  a  and y  9  6}. Using the definition of Sj it is easy to verify that 
a/O if a ^ 1, 
a / f l *  6 / 0 = ^ 0 / 5  i f o = l , 6 # l ,  ( 6 . 8 )  
Y/6 if a = 1,6 = 1 
So a / B  b / d  is the union of (one) 0—class. Hence, B is a bounded morphic image of Si+j, or 
equivalently, B"^ is a proper subalgebra of S^j. • Claim 1 
Claim 2: B"*" = Using the duality argument again, we show that B = {{0}, {!}, {2}, • • • , {i +1, i + 
2}} is a bounded morphic image of {{0}, {!}, {2}, •• • , {i + 1}}-
Proof (Claim 2): 
Let k : {S'^)+ —* B be the mapping defined by: 
{0} - {0} 
{1} - {1} 
{2} - {2} 
{i +1} {i -l- 1,1 + 2} 
We must now show that afO^blO is the union of equivalence classes. The proof of this fact is identical 
to the proof used in Claim 1. 
Hence, B is a bounded morphic image of Sj, or B"*" is a subalgebra of Sj*". Since the algebras have 
the same cardinality, it follows that B"*" = . • Claim 2. 
Therefore, Sf is isomorphic to a subalgebra of S^j, so which implies that V(Sj") C 
V(Sti)-
It remains to be shown that V(Sj^j) covers V(SJ^). Assume to the contrary that it does not. Then 
there exists a subdirectly irreducible algebra B, where 
i. B S^j and B ^ St, 
ii. B e 7^5(S;^i) but B ^ H5(St), 
iii. V(St) must be properly contained in V(B). 
Since is subdirectly irreducible, this means that S W5(B). Note that if B € 'HS(S^^) but 
B ^ then the cardinality of B is strictly less than the cardinality of Recall that S~ is a 
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maximal subdirectly irreducible element of W5(S^j). This means that the cardinality of B must be 
less than or equal to the cardinality of S^. Consequently, it is not possible that SJ*" 6 V(B) nnlpss 
= B. But this contradicts our third condition. Therefore, V(S^j) covers V(S^). • 
Finally, we note that E ^ V(Sf) for i > 2. To see this, let '1' represent the set Si (the maximum element 
of Sf). Since Si*Si = Si for each i, the identity 1*1 = 1 holds in Sf. Therefore, if A is any subalgebra 
of S^, the equation l'^ * 1-^ = l'^ will hold in A. It follows that 1^/6 * 1^/9 = (l'^ * 1'^)/^ = I'^/O for 
any congruence 9 defined on A. Hence, the only two element algebras in 7iS{Sf) are isomorphic to G. 
Let us turn to another family of complex algebras of semigroups. Let T2 be the semigroup with the 
Cayley table shown in Table 6.5. 
Table 6.5 The semigroup T2 
• 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
2 2 2 2 
More generally, let Ti = {Ti, •) be the semigroup with Ti = {0,1,2, • • • , i} and multiplication defined 
as follows: 
V o, b£ T i <  
ab = 0 ifa = Oora = l, 
(6.9) 
a - b = a otherwise. 
Using an argument analogous to that used in the previous Theorem, we can prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.10 There exists an infinite chain Ti,i = 1,2,3,4,... of semigroups so that = E and 
for all i, i > 2, V(Tf) is a cover ofV{Tf_^). Furthermore, G ^ HSP{T'l) for all i > 1. 
Hence we have generated two infinite chains of complex algebras of semigroups, {SJ*" : i > 1} and 
{TJ*" : 1 > 1} that eire disjoint. This leads us to the topic of splitting algebras and conjugate varieties. 
Splitting algebras and conjugate varieties. 
A subdirectly irreducible algebra S in a variety V is called a splitting algebra if there exists a 
maximum subvariety Li of V with S ^ U. The variety U is called the conjugate variety of S. The 
following theorem is from a L982 paper by Blok and Pigozzi [4]. The term "equationally definable 
principal congruences" was presented in Definition 4.7. 
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Theorem 6.11 (Blok, Pigozzi) If V is a variety with equationally definable principal congruences 
(EDPC )  t h e n  e v e r y  f i n i t e l y  p r e s e n t a b l e ,  s u b d i r e c t l y  i r r e d u c i b l e  a l g e b r a  S  G  V  i s  a  s p l i t t i n g  a l g e b r a  o f V ,  
and its conjugate variety U{A) is given by {A € V : S ^ 57tw(A)}. 
Here, Wa,(A) is the class of algebras isomorphic to A/0 for a compact congruence relation 0 defined on 
A. In BAOs, these are the quotient algebras A/9 where 0 is a principal congruence. 
Recall from Chapter 4 that V(S''') has EDPC. Since a finite algebra is finitely presentable, it follows 
from Blok and Pigozzi's Theorem and Corollary 4.12 that every finite BAO in V(S"^) is a splitting 
algebra. In particular, E and G are splitting algebras. In the last section of this chapter we will 
discuss the varieties V(E), V(G),W(E), and W(G). We will also state the equations characterizing these 
varieties. 
We will begin with an identity characterizing V(E). 
Proposition 6.12 If A  is a BAO with one normal, binary, associative operator, then A 6 V(E) if and 
o n l y  i f  A  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  i d e n t i t y  x * y  =  Q .  
Proof: (=>•) Let A € V(E), where A"*" = {A, V, A,', 0,1, *) and let r := x*y = 0. Recall that E satisfies 
the equation r. Equations are preserved under the formation of homomorphic images, subalgebras, and 
direct products. Hence any equation satisfied by a generating algebra of a variety is satisfied by every 
algebra is the variety. In particular, A satisfies r. 
(•^=) Suppose that A satisfies r. We may assume that A is subdirectly irreducible. (If not, then A 
is isomorphic to a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible algebras — all of which satisfy r if and 
only if A satisfies r. Therefore, A could be replaced with its subdirectly irreducible factors.) 
Now, let Ao = (i4, V, A,', 0,1) be the Boolean algebra reduct of A. Recall that the set of congruences 
defined on any algebra forms a lattice. Let us use the notation COTI(X) to mean the set of congruences 
defined on an arbitrary algebra X. Every congruence 9 defined on A is a congruence on Ao; in other 
words, Con{A) C Con(Ao). To see this, suppose that 9 £ Con{A). Then is an equivalence relation 
which preserves all basic operations of A. Since the set of basic operations of Ao is a subset of the set 
of basic operations defined on A, the congruence 9 preserves all the basic operations of Ao- Therefore, 
9 € Con(Ac). Now let 0 be a congruence defined on Ao generated by some subset 5 C A x i4, and let 
(a, b) and (c, d) € 9. 
Claim: 6 € Con{ A ) .  
Proof: Since 9 € Con{Aq), we know that 9 already preserves all basic operations of A except possi­
bly Because A satisfies r, we know x * y = 0 for all x and y in A. In particular, for the elements 
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(a, d )  and ( c , d )  , a * c  =  0  =  b * d .  Therefore, ( a  *  c ,  b  *  d )  = (0,0) € 0 .  This proves that 0  preserves the 
operator. It follows that 6 s Con(A). • Claim. 
Therefore, Con(A) = Con(Ao). 
Because A and Ao have the same congruence lattice and A is subdirectly irreducible, then Ao is 
also subdirectly irreducible. It is well-known that the only subdirectly irreducible Boolean algebra is 
isomorphic to the two element Boolean algebra. Hence, the cardinality of >1 is 2. Recall that the only 
two element BAO with one normal binary operator satisfying r is E. Hence, 
A S E => A € V(E). 
This concludes the proof. • 
Next we consider the variety generated by G. 
Proposition 6.13 If A  is a BAO with one normal, binary, associative operator, then A S V(G) if 
a n d  o n l y  i f  A  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  e q u a t i o n  x  A y  =  x * y .  
Proof: Let a := x Ay = x * y. The proof is very similEir the one given in Proposition 6.12, so we will 
sketch this proof. 
(==>) It is easy to show that G satisfies a; we only need to check that a is true in G for 0*0, 0* L, 1*0, 
and 1*1. Hence V(G) satisfies a. Therefore, if A 6 V(G), then cr holds in A. 
(<=) Conversely, by an argument almost identical to the one used in the last proposition, we show 
that Con(Ao) = Con{A), where A = (^4, V, A,', 0,1, *) is a subdirectly irreducible algebra that satisfies 
cr and Ao = (/l,V,A,',0,1) is its Boolean algebra reduct. As before, Con(A) C Con{Ao). Now let 
9 6 Con(Ao) and let (a, 6) and (c,d) be arbitrary elements of 6. Note that 
a9 b and c9 d 
=> (a A c) 9 {b A d) since 9 a congruence on AQ 
<=> (a * c) 0 (6 * d) by hypothesis. 
Hence the '*' operation is preserved by 9, proving that Con(Ao) = Con{ A ) .  
Because A is subdirectly irreducible, AQ is also subdirectly irreducible. Therefore, Ac is the two 
element Boolean algebra. This implies that the cardinality of >1 is two. Since the only two element BAO 
with one normal binary operator satisfying a is G, it follows that G S A, and finally, that A S V(G). 
• 
Now let us consider the conjugate varieties of G and E. By Blok and Pigozzi's Theorem, the conjugate 
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variety of E is 
U(E) = {A € V(S+) : E ^  S7^„(A)}. 
We already know that {SJ*" : i > 2} defined earlier in this chapter is contained in U(E). However, W(E) 
contains much more than this set of algebras. Let A be a simple algebra of cardinality greater than 
two. Then SH^iA.) = «5(A). We showed in Corollary 6.3 that any subalgebra of a simple algebra of 
cardinality greater than two satisfies 1*1 = 1. Therefore, E ^ «5(A). By Blok and Pigozzi's theorem, 
A € W(E). Hence, W(E) contains all simple algebras of cardinality greater than two. 
Proposition 6.14 Let E be an equational base for Then W(E) is characterized by the 
equation 1 * 1  =  1 ,  relative to S. 
Proof: Let r be the equation 1*1 = 1. We must show that A € W(E) if and only if A satisfies r. This 
is equivalent to showing that for any x-ariety V, E ^ V if and only if V satisfies r. 
(=^) Let V be a variety and E ^ V. Suppose that V does not satisfy t. Then there exists an algebra 
A € V so that A does not satisfy r. Since r holds in G, A 7^ G. Also, E ^ V, so A E. Hence, the 
cardinality of A is greater them two. 
Let 1 * 1 = a. Since 1*1^1,a<L Let c(x) be the closure operator defined in Chapter 4. Then 
c(a) = a V (1 * a) V (o * 1) V (1 * a * 1). Since '*' is monotone, a*l<l*l = a. Similarly, 1 * a < a 
and 1 * o * 1 < a. Therefore, c(a) = a. Hence, (a ] is a congruence ideal of A and 6 = Cg{(0, a)} is a 
congruence on A. 
Claim: H = A/0 has a two element subalgebra which is isomorphic to E. 
Proof: Let a/6 and I / O  represent the smallest and largest elements of H respectively. Then: 
i. a / 0  *  a / 0  =  (a »  a ) / 0  < (1 * l ) / 0  =  a / 0 .  
ii. a/6 * I/O = [a* l)/0 < {I * l)/0 = a/0. 
iii. I / O  *  a / 0  = (1 * a ) / 0  < (1 * l ) / 6  =  a / O .  
iv. l / 0 * l / 0  =  { l * l ) / 0  =  a / 0 .  
Therefore, the Cayley table for H is 
*e a / 0  I / O  
a / 0  a / 0  a / 0  
V / 0  a / 0  a / 0  
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Since ajQ represents the smallest element of H, we have shown that the subalgebra of H with 
elements {a/fl, 1/0} satisfies r. Hence H has a two element subalgebra which is isomorphic to E. 
Therefore, E € SHuiA), which implies that E € V(A) C V. However, this is a contradiction to our 
hjTJothesis. Hence, if V does not satisfy r, then E e V. Restating, E ^ V =» V satisfies r. By 
definition, W(E) is largest variety disjoint from the variety generated by E. Hence, r holds in i/(E). 
The converse is trivial; if V satisfies r then for all algebras A € V, A satisfies r. Since r is not true 
in E, it follows that E V. • 
The last variety we wish to characterize by an equation is W(G); the conjugate variety of the BAO 
G. It was shown that the set of algebras {Tj*" : i > 2} is contained in W(G). As was noted in 
remarks preceding the last Proposition, if A is a simple algebra of cardinality greater than 2, then 
G S 5(A). Hence, A ^ W(G). It follows that the only simple algebra in W(G) is E; hence, it appears 
that U{G) is much smaller than W(E). More evidence of this statement comes from the variety of 
Boolean semilattices. Recall that a semilattice is a commutative semigroup in which every element is 
idempotent. The variety of Boolean semilattices, V(SL"'') is the variety generated by complex algebras 
of semilattices. Let L = (Z., •) be a semilattice, so L"^ G V(SL''"). Since L is idempotent, it follows 
that L * L = L. Hence, the equation 1 * L = I holds in the variety V(SL'^). It has been shown by 
B e r g m a n  a n d  B l o k  [ I ]  t h a t  t h i s  v a r i e t y  h a s  u n c o u n t a b l y  m a n y  s u b v a r i e t i e s .  N o t e  t h a t  V ( S L " ^ )  C  U ( E ) .  
Hence, W(E) has uncountably many subvarieties. It is still an open question if the same can be said of 
W(G). We do know it has at least a countably infinite number of subvarieties, since {V(T^) : i > 2} is 
contained in i/(G). 
The last proposition once again uses the closure operator defined in Chapter 4. 
Proposition 6.15 Let S be an equational base for HSViS^). Let b = {I * I)'. Then the equation 
c{b) = 1 characterizes the variety U{G), relative to S. 
Proof: Let r be the equation c{b) = 1, where 6 = (1 * 1)'. We will show that if V is a variety which 
does not satisfy r, then G € V. If V doesn't satisfy r, then there exists an A £ V such that r does not 
hold in A. Let 6 6 A, where 6 = (I * 1)'. Since r is not true in A, it follows that c(b) is strictly less 
that 1. Let d = c{b). Then 
d = (1 * 1)' V (1 * (1 • 1)') V ((I * I)' * I) V (1 * (1 * 1)' * 1). 
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Recall that since c is a closure operator, 
c ( c ( b ) )  =  c ( b )  =  d .  
Therefore, d is a closed element, and the ideal generated by d is a congruence ideal of A. The congruence 
ff corresponding to this congruence ideal is Cg{(0, d)}. Note that 
6 = (1* 1)'  
=> b < d 
= >  b O Q  
=> b' e I 
=> (1*1)0 1.  
We can now show that A / 0  has a two element subcdgebra which is isomorphic to G. Let B be the 
two element subalgebra of A/0 with elements {0/0,1/0}. The Cayley table for the operation of the 
algebra B is: 
*e 0/0 1/0 
0 / 9  0/0 0/0 
1/0 0/0 1/0 
Hence, B is a subalgebra of A/0 which is isomorphic to G. It follows that G 6 STi.u:{A), implying 
that G 6 V. Therefore, if V does not satisfy r, then G 6 V; equivalently, G ^ V implies V satisfies r. 
Again, the converse is trivial; since 1 * 1 = I in G, we know (1*1)' = 0. Recall that in 
HSV{S'^), c(0) = 0. Hence, G does not satisfy r. Therefore, if V satisfies r, then G ^ V. Since 
W(G) is by definition the largest variety not containing G, the conclusion of the proposition follows 
immediately. 
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APPENDIX A REPRESENTATIONS OF BAOS WITH TWO ATOMS 
The BAOs in this appendix were generated by a computer program. They all have two atoms. The 
smallest element is I, the atoms are elements 2 and 3, and the largest element is 4. The Boolean algebra 
structure is determined, up to isomorphism. The tables following provide the Cayley table for a binary, 
associative, normal operator 
The tables are arranged so that all commutative BAOs appear first, followed by the noncommutative 
algebras. There are 28 non-isomorphic tables. Occasionally it is stated that "BAO A is the transpose 
of BAO B". This should be interpreted as: for all a and b, a b = b a. Suppose a semigroup 
representation Sa for BAO A has been found. Let Sb be the transpose of S^. Then Sb will be a 
semigroup representation for Table B. 
The table on the left is a four element BAO generated by the computer. The table on the right (if 
it exists) is the semigroup used to represent the BAO in the variety TiSViS"^). 
Table A.l BAO number 1 Table A.2 The semigroup /l[ 
• a b 
a a a 
b a a 
3  1 1 1 1  
4  1 1 1 1  
BAO 1 is a homomorphic image of under the congruence generated by (0, {a}). BAO 1 is also 
isomorphic to E x E (see Table 5.1). 
BAO 2 is a subalgebra of the homomorphic image of Aj under the congruence generated by (0, {a}). 
BAO 3 is a subalgebra of the homomorphic image of AJ under the congruence generated by (0, {a}). 
BAO 4 is a homomorphic image of A.^ under the congruence generated by (0, {a}). It is also isomor­
phic to G X G. 
BAO 5 is isomorphic to Af. 
BAO 6 is isomorphic to Aj. 
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Table A.3 BAO number 2 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 2 
3 1 2 3 4 
4 1 2 4 4 
Table A.4 The semigroup Aj 
* a b c d e 
a a a a a a 
b a a a a b 
c a a c c c 
d a a c c c 
e a b d c e 
Table A.5 BAO number 3 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 2 
3 1 2 4 4 
4 1 2 4 4 
Table A.6 The semigroup ^43 
* a b c d e 
a a a a a a 
b a a a a b 
c a a b b c 
d a a b b c 
e a b b d e 
BAO 7 is a subalgebra of Ay . 
BAO 8 is isomorphic to Ag . 
BAO 9 is isomorphic to the subalgebra of with elements {0, {0}, {1,2,3,4}, {0,1,2,3,4}}. 
A finite representation for BAO 10 in V(S''") is still unknown. BAO 10 is not the subalgebra of the 
complex algebra of a finite commutative semigroup by Corollary 5.5. It is not the homomorphic image 
of a complete and atomic semigroup by Theorem 5.6. However, Bergman and Blok have found an 
infinite representation for BAO 10 in See [l]. 
A finite representation for BAO 11 in V(S'^) is still unknown. However, Bergman and Blok have found 
an infinite representation for BAO 11 in 7iSV{SL'^). See [l]. 
The representation for BAO 12 in V(S'*") is still unknown. 
A finite representation for BAO 13 is currently unknown. However, Bergman and Blok have found an 
infinite representation for BAO 13 in ?<57'(SL'''). See [l]. 
BAO 14 is a homomorphic image of Af4 under the congruence generated by (0, {a}). 
BAO 15 is a homomorphic image of under the congruence generated by (0, {a}). It is also iso­
morphic to E X G. 
BAO 16 is a subalgebra of a homomorphic image of A^g under the congruence generated by (0, {a, b } ) .  
BAO 17 is a homomorphic image of A^"- under the congruence generated by (0, {a, 6}). 
BAO 18 is the subalgebra of the homomorphic image of A^^ under the congruence generated by 
(0,{a}) with elements {0, {l}, {2,3,4}, {1,2,3,4}} (these are congruence class representatives). 
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Table A.7 BAO number 4 
• 1 2 3 4 
1 I L 1 1 
2 1 2 I 2 
3 1 I 3 3 
4 1 2 3 4 
Table A.9 BAO number 5 
* 1 2 3 4 
I I I I 1 
2 1 2 2 2 
3 1 2 2 2 
4 L 2 2 2 
Table A.8 The semigroup A4 
• a b c 
a a a a 
b a b a 
c a a c 
Table A. 10 The semigroup 
* a b 
a a a 
b a a 
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Table A. 11 BAO number 6 Table A. 12 The semigroup /Is 
* 1 2 3 4 * a b 
1 1 1 1 1 a a a 
2 1 2 2 2 b a b 
3 1 2 3 4 
4 1 2 4 4 
Table A. 13 BAO number 7 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 2 2 
3 1 2 4 4 
4 1 2 4 4 
Table A. 14 The semigroup At 
* a b c 
a a a a 
b a b c 
c a c a 
Table A. 15 BAO number 8 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 3 4 
3 1 3 2 4 
4 1 4 4 4 
Table A. 16 The semigroup /Ig 
* a b 
a a b 
b b a 
Table A. 17 BAO number 9 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 3 4 
3 1 3 4 4 
4 1 4 4 4 
Table A. 18 The semigroup Ag 
* a b c d e 
a a b c d e 
b b c d e a 
c c d e a b 
d d e a b c 
e e a b c d 
Table A. 19 BAO number 10 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 4 4 
3 1 4 3 4 
4 1 4 4 4 
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Table A.20 BAO number 11 
* 1 2 3 4 
I I 1 1 1 
2 I 2 4 4 
3 I 4 4 4 
4 I 4 4 4 
Table A.21 BAO number 12 
* I 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 L 3 4 4 
3 I 4 4 4 
4 1 4 4 4 
Table A.22 BAO number 13 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 I 
2 1 4 4 4 
3 1 4 4 4 
4 L 4 4 4 
Table A.23 BAO number 14 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 2 2 
4 I 1 2 2 
Table A.24 The semigroup A14 
* a b c 
a a a a 
b a a a 
c a a b 
Table A.25 BAO number 15 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 I 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
3 I 1 3 3 
4 1 1 3 3 
Table A.26 The semigroup Ais 
• a b c 
a a a a 
b a a a 
c a a c 
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Table A.27 BAO number 16 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 4 4 
4 1 1 4 4 
Table A.28 The semigroup Aie 
* a b c d e 
a a a a a a 
b a a a a a 
c a a a a a 
d a a a d d 
e a a a b e 
Table A.29 BAO number 17 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
3 1 2 3 4 
4 I 2 3 4 
Table A.30 The semigroup A17 
a 
b 
c 
d 
a a 
b b 
a a 
a b 
a a 
b b 
a a 
c d 
Table A.31 BAO number 18 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 I 1 1 1 
2 I 1 1 1 
3 1 2 4 4 
4 1 2 4 4 
Table A.32 The semigroup /lis 
* a b c d e 
a a a a a a 
b a a a a a 
c a a c c c 
d a a b d d 
e a b b b d 
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Table A.33 BAO number 19 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 2 
3 1 1 3 3 
4 1 1 4 4 
Table A.34 The semigroup .A19 
•  a b e d  
a a b a a 
b a b a b 
c a b a c 
d a b a d 
BAO 19 is the transpose of BAO 17. 
BAO 20 is the transpose of BAO 18. 
Table A.35 BAO number 20 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 I 
2 1 1 2 2 
3 1 1 4 4 
4 1 1 4 4 
BAO 21 is isomorphic to Aji-
Table A.36 BAO number 21 Table A.37 The semigroup A^i 
• 1 2 3 4 • a b 
1 1 1 1 1 a a a 
2 1 2 2 2 b b b 
3 1 3 3 3 
4 1 4 4 4 
The representation for BAO 22 in V(§'^) is still unknown. 
The representation for BAO 23 in VCS"*") is still unknown. 
BAO 24 is the transpose of BAO 21. 
The representation for BAO 25 in VCS"*") is still unknown. 
The representation for BAO 26 in V(§"'') is still unknown. 
The representation for BAO 27 in V(§'^) is still unknown. BAO 27 is the transpose of BAO 23. 
Table A.38 BAO number 22 
12 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1  
2 12 2 2 
3 14 3 4 
4 14 4 4 
Table A.39 BAO number 23 
* 12 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1  
2 12 2 2 
3 14 4 4 
4 14 4 4 
Table A.40 BAO number 24 
* 12 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1  
2 12 3 4 
3 12 3 4 
4 12 3 4 
Table A.42 BAO number 25 
* 12 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1  
2 12 3 4 
3 14 3 4 
4 14 3 4 
Table A.43 BAO number 26 
* 12 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1  
2 12 3 4 
3 14 4 4 
4 14 4 4 
Table A.44 BAO number 27 
* 12 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1  
2 12 4 4 
3 12 4 4 
4 12 4 4 
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Table A.45 BAO number 28 
* 1 2 3 4 
1 1 I 1 I 
2 1 2 4 4 
3 1 3 4 4 
4 1 4 4 4 
The representation for BAO 28 in V(S"'') is still unknown. BAO 28 is the transpose of BAO 26. 
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APPENDIX B COVERS OF ATOMS IN LATTICE OF SUBVARIETIES 
The BAOs in this appendix are some of the covers of the atoms V(E) and V(G) in the lattice of 
subvarieties of HSP{S'^). Some covers of cardinalities 4, 8, and 16 are listed. The list is NOT exhaustive 
for these cardinalities. 
Covers of V(G) are listed first, followed by covers of V(E). NOTE: Unless otherwise stated, we list 
the semigroup S whose complex algebra is a cover of V(G) or y(E). 
Four element covers of V(G): 
1. The complex algebra generated by the semigroup in BAG IG. 
2. The BAG listed in 20. 
Eight element covers of V(G): 
1. The complex algebra of the semigroup given in cover 3G. 
2. The complex algebra of the semigroup given in cover 4G. 
Sixteen element covers of V(G): All are the complex algebras of the semigroups listed in covers 5G 
- 9G. 
Table B.l Cover IG 
* 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 I 
Table B.2 Cover 2G 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 1 0 I 
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Table B.3 Cover 3G 
* 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
L I 0 1 
2 2 2 2 
Table B.4 Cover 4G 
* 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
1 L 1 1 
2 I 1 2 
Table B.5 Cover 5G 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 0 0 2 3 
3 3 3 3 3 
Table B.6 Cover 6G 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
I 1 1 1 1 
2 0 1 2 0 
3 3 3 3 3 
Table B.7 Cover 7G 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
I 1 1 1 1 
2 0 1 2 1 
3 3 3 3 3 
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Table B.8 Cover 8G 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 I 1 I 
2 2 2 2 2 
3 0 0 2 3 
Table B.9 Cover 9G 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 I 
2 0 3 2 3 
3 3 3 3 3 
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Four element covers of V(E): 
1. The complex algebra generated by the semigroup in BAO IE. 
2. The BAO listed in 2E. 
3. The BAO listed in 3E. 
Eight element covers of V(E): I. The complex algebra of the semigroup given in cover 4E. 2. The 
complex algebra of the semigroup given in cover 5E. 
Sixteen element covers of V(E): All are the complex algebras of the semigroups listed in covers 6E 
- 8E. 
Table B.IO Cover IE 
* 0 1 
0 0 0 
I 0 0 
Table B.ll Cover 2E 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 1 0 1 
Table B.12 Cover 3E 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 1 0 1 
2 0 0 1 1 
3 0 0 1 1 
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Table B.13 Cover 4E 
* 0 1 2 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 
2 0 1 1 
Table B. 14 Cover 5E 
* 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 2 
Table B.15 Cover 6E 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 0 0 0 1 
3 3 3 3 3 
Table B.16 Cover 7E 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 0 3 0 0 
3 3 3 3 3 
Table B.17 Cover 8E 
* 0 1 2 3 
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1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 I 1 0 
3 3 3 3 3 
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